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Chapter 1
Introduction
WIl
O
Figure 1.1: An edgelit hologram
Holography has long promised the world glorious, floating, three-dimensional
billboard images, textbook figures, cinema posters, artificial environments, fam-
ily snapshots, and magazine contents. The public already believes holography
to be capable of these feats, and much more; so powerfully does holography's
potential spark imaginations and dreams.
So why do these magical images not surround us? One of the major imped-
iments to having high quality, three-dimensional holographic images enter our
day-to-day world has been their exacting lighting requirements. Conventional
transmission and reflection holographic displays require specialized lighting pre-
cisely positioned. They further require that no other light strikes the hologram.
Improper light type or location causes the image to appear out of focus or dim;
Figure 1.2: The display geometry of a conventional transmission hologram.
light from multiple sources creates multiple, overlapping images; and an obstruc-
tion to the light (someone's head, for example) causes the image to disappear
completely. These restrictions result in the fixed, space-consuming, sensitive dis-
play configurations characteristic of current, high-quality holographic displays
(see Figures 1.2 and 1.3).
The edgelit hologram, still a relatively new development, overcomes these
difficult lighting requirements. As its name implies, the edgelit hologram recon-
structs its image by a light positioned at the hologram's edge. The light be-
comes an integral part of a compact, self-illuminating display (see Figure 1.4).
Experimentation to date indicates that the edgelit hologram is a promising
display medium. Further development is likely to ensure that high-quality holo-
graphic images will no longer be seen only in darkened galleries where carefully
placed halogen bulbs hang one meter from, and forty-five degrees to, each holo-
gram.
Common environments like rooms with fluorescent lights, frosted lights,
or multiple lights will no longer frustrate the holographic display of three-
dimensional information. Architects, engineers, and designers will be able to
carry full-color, three-dimensional images of their work in their briefcases. Train
stations, hotels, and wilderness outposts will display three-dimensional maps
and signs. Chemistry and math teachers will bring edgelit holograms of com-
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Figure 1.3: The display geometry of a conventional reflection hologram.
Figure 1.4: The display geometry of an edgelit hologram.
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plex, three-dimensional structures into their class rooms. Surgeons will carry
edgelit holograms of three-dimensional magnetic resonance data into conferences
with other doctors and with patients. The edgelit hologram has the promise to
make holography's many display applications become far more practicable.
Before we can make displays of exceptional quality, we need to understand
the unique characteristics of the edgelit hologram. The edgelit has significant
differences from conventional holograms in terms of fringe structure, diffraction
efficiency, chromatic behavior, and methods for calculating exposure energy.
Most edgelit holograms have a complex, multiple fringe structure which can
result in either a lowered overall diffraction efficiency or, for laser-illuminated
edgelit holograms, an undesirable, rapid variation of diffraction efficiency with
reconstruction angle. Choice of recording geometry, grating optimization, and
emulsion processing can eliminate or reduce these effects.
The fringe angle and spacing of the edgelit hologram result in a chromatic
bandwidth which lies on a continuum between the bandwidths of conventional
transmission and reflection holograms, determining the conditions under which
the edgelit is suitable for full-color imaging. The edgelit hologram's high spatial
frequency (more than twice that of a conventional transmission or reflection
hologram) causes high angular dispersion as a function of wavelength which can
act as an asset or liability depending on the imaging configuration and appli-
cation. The bandwidth-dependent output locations for points reconstructed by
an edgelit hologram differ significantly from those of conventional holograms,
additionally changing the rules for full-color imaging.
Another significant difference between edgelit and conventional holograms
is in the calculation of exposure energy. In conventional holography, incident
exposure energy is usually specified as the incident irradiance multiplied by the
time of exposure; in edgelit holography, however, this approximation does not
apply, and the time averaged magnitude of the perpendicular (to the emulsion
interface) component of the Poynting vector must be multiplied by the time
instead.
After defining terminology, reviewing previous work, and clarifying the rela-
tionship between the edgelit and other holograms closely related to the edgelit,
the thesis discusses the above differences with conventional holograms in depth,
using both theoretical and experimental approaches to provide a basis for fur-
ther work.
Chapter 2
Background
2.1 The edgelit hologram
Before reviewing the history of technical development in the field of edgelit
holography, a few comments on terminology are in order. Numerous terms
have been used to refer to edgelit holograms, often creating confusion and poor
circulation of information in the field. Since the most commonly used terms have
been "edge-illuminated" and "edge-lit", written both with and without hyphens,
holograms in this category are defined in this thesis by the term edgelit, which
is the natural evolution of the term in accordance with proper English usage
[47, 15].1
In the following review of previous work, note that the hologram size and the
thickness of the reconstruction block tend to scale together. A thinner recon-
struction block results in more reflections of the reconstruction source which, in
turn, leaves a smaller surface over which the reconstruction beam from a single
reflection can be coupled into the hologram; therefore, in the research to date,
a thinner block usually means a smaller hologram.
In some ways, the history of the edgelit hologram begins in 1966 with Leith
et al.'s experimental and theoretical analysis of transmission and reflection holo-
grams in thick media [27]. In this work, Leith et al. showed that transmission
and reflection holograms are simply two opposite ends of a continuum. Al-
though the edgelit hologram did not exist per se, Leith et al.'s analysis applies
to the edgelit's sensitivity to reconstruction angle, bandwidth, and polarization
effects.
'From Strunk and White's The Elements of Style [47]:
Do not use a hyphen between words that can better be written as one word:
water-fowl, waterfowl. Your common sense will aid you in the decision, but a
dictionary is more reliable. The steady evolution of the language seems to favor
union: two words eventually become one, usually after a period of hyphenation.
The history of the edgelit hologram officially begins with Lin's "edge illu-
minated" hologram [28]. In 1970, at the spring meeting of the Optical Society
of America, Lin spoke of his attempts to make a hologram by introducing the
reference beam into the edge of the glass substrate of a holographic plate. Prob-
lems caused by multiple reflections and lack of funding caused Lin to abandon
the work [6].
For seventeen years, from 1970 to 1987, there appears to have been no fur-
ther work published on the edgelit. In 1987, Upatnieks received patents on both
a method and an apparatus for recording and displaying "edge-illuminated"
holograms [52] and on a "compact" head-up display [51]. In 1988, Upatnieks
published a paper describing the work in the head-up display patent [53]. Up-
atnieks was able to record successful laser-illuminated edgelits by coupling the
holographic emulsion to a "cover plate," i. e., a block of glass.
Upatnieks noted the feasibility of illuminating the edgelit hologram with
multiple reflections of the illuminating light in the glass slab. In his record-
ing geometry, however, like in other successful geometries, the reference light
does not undergo multiple reflections [52]. Upatnieks diagramed the record-
ing of a three-dimensional object, but did not mention whether or not such a
hologram was successfully recorded [52]. He did, however, show a successful
laser-illuminated 102 x 127 mm (4 x 5 in) hologram of a two-dimensional image
located at infinity [53]. Though he did not specify it in the text, from the pho-
tograph the hologram appears to be mounted on a glass block approximately
20mm (0.79in) thick. Upatnieks also discussed the use of pairs of edgelit gratings
for dispersion compensation and the relay of two-dimensional CRT images. The
relay function of the gratings closely mimics the function of grating couplers for
integrated optics. Upatnieks did not reference Lin's "edge-illuminated" work,
although he did reference Nassenstein's evanescent holography work [31, 32]
and St. Leger Searle's work in which a glass plate guided light which was later
coupled out with a grating [45].
Shortly after Upatnieks's work, Birner and Benton, of the Spatial Imaging
Group at MIT's Media Lab, produced the first white-light-illuminated "steep
reference angle" or "edge-lit" rainbow hologram. To achieve an edgelit that
could be white-light-illuminated, Birner and Benton used a three-step recording
process that produced a rainbow edgelit hologram. They demonstrated a white-
light illuminated, 102 x 127 mm (4 x 5 in) edgelit of a three-dimensional image,
illuminated on a 30mm (1.18in) thick plexiglass block. They recorded on a glass
block similar to Upatnieks's "cover plate." In 1989, they applied for a patent
on the work which was issued in 1992 [4]. Birner's 1989 thesis on this work [6]
also included the use of a reflection edgelit grating as a dispersion compensator
for an edgelit hologram of a three-dimensional image.
In 1990, Benton, Birner, and Shirakura elaborated on the work in Birner's
thesis and introduced the idea of recording the edgelit in a tank of xylene (an
approximate index match to glass and emulsion) to reduce the number of un-
wanted reflections [5]. They also reported illuminating on a 12.5 mm (0.5 in)
thick plexiglass slab.
Benton and Birner's work on the white-light-illuminated, rainbow edgelit
hologram spawned a tremendous amount of interest in edgelit holography re-
search, and the following year (1991) several papers on edgelit holography ap-
peared in the literature.
Farmer et al., also of the Spatial Imaging group at MIT's Media Lab,
published on their successful work making the first "edge-lit" stereogram [14].
Farmer et al. introduced a two-step recording method that used a stereogram
master whose images had been altered by Halle's Ultragram predistortion tech-
nique [16]. The white-light illuminated, monochromatic, edgelit stereogram was
102 x 127 mm (4 x 5 in) and was mounted on a plexiglass block approximately
12.5 mm (0.5 in) thick. Farmer et al. built both table-top and hand-held dis-
plays. They also introduced a recording tank which improves the image quality
over that achieved in previous edgelit work. They additionally discussed image
distortions caused by the image light's transit of a tank or block. Later that
year Farmer completed a thesis on this edgelit work [13].
Also in 1991, Huang and Caulfield published their work on "waveguide"
holography [19]. Like Upatnieks and Birner, Huang and Caulfield exposed
their edgelit hologram on a glass block. They demonstrated a laser-illuminated,
60 x 60 mm (2.36 x 2.36 in) edgelit hologram of a three-dimensional object
and white-light-illuminated edgelit holograms of two-dimensional objects. They
recorded both types of edgelit hologram in one step. The holograms were
60 x 60 mm (2.36 x 2.36 in) mounted on a PMMA sheet 5 mm (0.2 in) thick.
Huang and Caulfield also discussed the advantages and disadvantages of illumi-
nating with a beam that has undergone multiple reflections. They recognized
that the waveguide holograms used for optical interconnects are related to the
edgelit hologram.
Later that year Huang and Caulfield recorded their three-dimensional, white-
light-illuminated "edge-lit reflection" hologram [18]. They recorded a rainbow
transmission edgelit hologram on a block in two steps and reconstructed it with
"a diverging beam which is symmetric [to the original reference beam about]
... the axis perpendicular to the holograms (H2) plane." Though Huang and
Caulfield did not acknowledge it as such, their illumination beam is an imperfect
conjugate of the totally internally reflected reference beam. Birner also noticed
this effect [6]. (See Chapter 3 for more details on the fringe structure formed
by the totally internally reflected beam.) Huang and Caulfield mounted their
64 x 64 mm (2.5 x 2.5 in) hologram on a 6 mm (0.25 in) thick acrylic substrate.
Also in 1991, Phillips et al. reported on their investigation of "edge-illuminated"
holograms [35, 33]. Phillips et al. recorded on a thin, 2 - 3 mm (0.08 - 0.12 in),
glass plate. Despite the thinness of the plate, they introduced a collimated ref-
erence directly through the edge rather than coupling in the beam with a prism
or grating and rather than using a thick recording block. At a particular angle,
the photopolymer coating on the plate uniformly fluoresced; Phillips et al. pro-
posed lateral Fresnel diffraction, evanescent waves, and the Goos Hiinchen shift
as explanations for the effect. Phillips et al. also noted that when silver halide
emulsion is used, significant shrinkage will allow the hologram to be illuminated
by a beam in air.
Putilin et al. published on "waveguide" holograms (WGHs) [39]. Using
a lens to project a real image onto the edgelit hologram plane, Putilin ei al.
recorded a one-step edgelit hologram that can be illuminated with white light.
Though they did not state whether they used direct or conjugate illumination (or
some other variation), the hologram is essentially a one-step rainbow hologram.
They did not explicitly use a slit, but Putilin et al.'s relatively small imaging
lens combined with the edgelit's high angular dispersion causes the output to be
apertured like a conventional rainbow hologram, though they do not acknowl-
edge this effect. Putilin et al. delineated "thin WGHs" and "thick WGHs"
and consider the edgelit a special type of thick WGH. According to Putilin ei
al., thin WGHs are recorded with an evanescent reference beam and are only
as thick as the penetration of the evanescent wave; thick WGHs are recorded
with a steeply angled reference beam, exist in the entire emulsion layer, and
are reconstructed with totally internally reflected light. Putilin et al. recorded
their 25 x 25 mm (1 x 1 in) hologram on a glass cube and reconstructed using
an illumination beam that underwent multiple reflections in a 3 mm (0.12 in)
substrate.
The following year (1992) Huang et al. published on "substrate guided wave
(SGW) holo-interferometry" [20]. Huang ei al. discussed the advantages of the
edgelit for holo-interferometry, such as immunity of the reference wavefront to
environmental conditions. In this work, Huang et al. exposed a 60 x 60 mm
(2.36 x 2.36 in) hologram on a PMMA block 20 mm (0.79 in) thick and recon-
structed on the same block.
In 1992, Upatnieks published on "edge-illuminated" holograms [54]. He
described some methods to reduce scatter, quantified the amount of light saved
when using multiply reflected illumination, and described and quantified an
edgelit dispersion compensation method.
Also in 1992, Kubota ei al. described a method for reconstructing a hologram
using a "compact device" [26]. Kubota et al. used an edgelit grating to produce
a collimated beam from a laser diode; they then used the collimated beam
to illuminate an edgelit hologram. Kubota et al. noted that the diffraction
efficiency of the grating element depends significantly on the polarization of the
reconstructing beam. Kubota et al. also noted that the diffraction efficiency is
low compared to a conventional grating. They attributed this effect to reflection
loss in their reconstruction geometry.
At the February 1993 meeting of the SPIE and IS&T's conference on practi-
cal holography, the author showed a white-light-illuminated, three-color rainbow
edgelit. The recording setup required moderate registration control to get the
various colored portions of the three-dimensional image to align with each other.
The 102 x 127 mm (4 x 5 in) edgelit was recorded in a tank and reconstructed
on a plexiglass block approximately 12.5 mm (0.5 in) thick.
In 1993, Phillips et al. [34] discussed how transmittance is affected by index
of refraction mismatches between the edgelit emulsion and substrate. They also
noted that birefringent materials create problems in the recording of edgelit
holograms because of the importance of beam polarization at the recording
stage. Phillips et al. proposed that fluorescence in photopolymer recording
materials indicates monomer diffusion that causes an index of refraction increase
at the polymer-substrate interface, which, in turn, increases transmittance to
the polymer.
Later in 1993, Ueda et al. [50] presented their work on "edge-illuminated"
color holograms. Ueda et al. recorded on a block and used three laser wave-
lengths to record their registered three-color rainbow hologram of a three-
dimensional image. The hologram was 102 x 127 mm (4 x 5 in). Ueda et al.
looked at the theoretical wavelength selectivity of the edgelit and measured im-
age blur. Though they did not label it as such, Ueda et al. also discussed a
method for making a three-color edgelit stereograms that combines traditional
transmission and reflection color-stereogram techniques, though they did not
comment on whether or not they tried the method.
2.2 Holograms closely related to the edgelit
Several types of holograms in the literature bear a strong resemblance to the
edgelit hologram. Here, too, terminology has been varied and inconsistent. In
this thesis, categories, including that of edgelit holography, are distinguished
and labeled according to their most common usage, as follows:
Edgelit hologram usually refers to a display hologram of a three-dimensional
image recorded on a glass block or in a tank and reconstructed on a glass
or plexiglass slab by an illumination source located at the edge of the slab.
Total internal reflection (TIR) hologram usually refers to a hologram pro-
duced for high-resolution projection imaging in submicrometer lithogra-
phy, distinguished by a recording and reconstruction geometry that utilizes
a prism coupled to the holographic plate. (Not to be confused with to-
tal internal reflection (TIR) interfaces or total internal reflection (TIR)
beams.)
Waveguide hologram usually refers to a holographic optical element recon-
structed by guided waves for applications in integrated optics.
Evanescent wave hologram usually refers to a hologram recorded and/or
reconstructed by evanescent waves.
Note that TIR holograms and most waveguide holograms have fringe structures
and behavior very similar to the edgelit hologram. Separate terminology exists
primarily because the development of edgelit, TIR, and waveguide holograms
took place in separate fields with different applications in mind.
Figure 2.1: A total internal reflection (TIR) hologram and one type of reflection
edgelit hologram.
2.2.1 TIR holograms
In 1967, Stetson introduced the total internal reflection (TIR) hologram. The
configuration allows very close spacing between the object (usually a two-dimensional
transparency) and the hologram; this geometry results in numerous advantages
[46]. The TIR hologram is useful for miniaturization in optical integrated cir-
cuits [38] and for high-resolution projection imaging [11] such as that required in
submicrometer lithography [10]. Other researchers have published on the TIR
hologram's characteristics independent from a particular application [12, 37].
Though it has not been explicitly discussed in the literature, the TIR holo-
gram and some types of edgelit hologram have similar structures. The top of
Figure 2.1 shows the configuration usually referred to as a TIR recording and
reconstruction geometry; below that, one possible reflection edgelit recording ge-
ometry is shown. The prism provides the same function for the TIR hologram
as the glass block performs for the edgelit hologram. The holographic plate is
coupled to the prism or block with a fluid having an index of refraction similar to
the glass or emulsion; both prism and block allow the reference beam to exist in
the emulsion at a much steeper angle than possible for a beam incident from air.
In both cases shown, the reference beam undergoes total internal reflection at
the air-emulsion interface. TIR holograms and edgelit reflection holograms that
have a totally internally reflected beam have the same basic recording geometry
Figure 2.2: Light ray path down an optical waveguide
and fringe structure (some block-recorded transmission edgelits also have this
fringe structure; see Chapter 3 for more on this subject). Many results from
work in TIR holography are, therefore, applicable to the edgelit hologram.
2.2.2 Waveguide holograms (WGH's)
This section begins with a general discussion of waveguides which will later
help illuminate the difference between substrate-mode waveguide holograms and
thin-film waveguide holograms.
Although anything that guides light can be called a waveguide (Yariv calls
a lens system a "lens waveguide" [58]), usually we think of cylindrical fibers
or rods, or planar films, slabs, or channels as waveguides. In discussions of
optical waveguides usually the distinction is made between guides whose radius
or thickness is much greater than the wavelength of light and those, such as
fibers and thin films, whose dimensions are on the order of the wavelength of
light [17]. This same distinction underlies the difference between substrate-mode
WGH's and thin-film WGH's.
To understand the behavior of light in the thicker guides, a simple ray model
may be used. A light ray propagates down the guide by successive total internal
reflections (Figure 2.2). The minimum angle that will totally internally reflect,
called the critical angle 0e, is given by the following equation:
c = sin-1 -"
ng
where n is the index of refraction of the material immediately outside the
waveguide (shown in the figure as air) and ng is the index of the guiding material.
When the dimensions of the guide approach the wavelength of light, however,
the propagation becomes more complex. Propagation modes evidencing the
wave nature of the light become apparent in the interference patterns (mode
patterns) visible at the ends of small diameter fibers, as shown in Figure 2.3
from Hecht [17].
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Figure 2.3: Waveguide modes evident in the highly magnified ends of fibers
(from Hecht).
Understanding propagation modes in fibers or thin films can still begin with
the simple ray model, however. All the different ray paths by which a beam can
propagate down a guide can be considered different modes. Even in a small di-
ameter fiber there can be hundreds or thousands of different ray paths or modes
by which the light can propagate down the fiber (see Figure 2.4 after Hecht [17]).
The different lengths of the different paths give rise to intermodal dispersion,
also illustrated in Figure 2.4. As the diameter or thickness of the guide gets
smaller, fewer modes can propagate and intermodal dispersion decreases.
The history of waveguide holography begins in 1976 when Suhara et al. made
the first use of the term "waveguide hologram" [48]. Though Suhara et al. did
little work with evanescent holograms and did not use guided reference beams,
they defined the term "waveguide hologram" as a hologram that uses either
the evanescent part of a guided wave or the guided wave itself as a reference
or illumination source or both. In their experiments, they recorded the holo-
gram with free-space reference and object beams, i. e. beams incident on the
emulsion from air. They then reconstructed with a guided illumination beam of
longer wavelength than the recording wavelength. They recorded with shorter
wavelength light in air so that they would get the higher spatial frequency that
a guided beam of longer wavelength at a steeper angle would have produced.
Figure 2.4: Waveguide modes (after Hecht).
They recognized that recording in a high index liquid at a steeper angle than
achievable in air would also produce the higher spatial frequency fringes (as is
the case for the tank-recorded edgelit). (Solymar and Cooke noted that a prism
in a geometry, like that used in TIR holography, also can be used to produce
higher spatial frequency fringes [44].) Suhara et al.'s recording material usually
was sputtered onto a thin-film waveguide that has a lower index of refraction
than the recording medium; this ensures that the amplitude of the field is high
in the recording medium during reconstruction. Suhara et al. recorded a two-
dimensional image in a 1 x 2 mm (0.04 x 0.08 in) hologram. Suhara et al. also
reported twin images at reconstruction.
Suhara et al. presented their work as a new method for hologram integra-
tion. Subsequently much work in the field of integrated optics uses Suhara et
al.'s methods of recording in air with a shorter wavelength than the reconstruc-
tion wavelength, using a two-layer waveguide, and recording holograms smaller
than 2.5 mm2 (0.1 in 2 ) [2, 42, 23, 24, 30]. Other workers have computer gener-
ated their grating patterns and implemented them by one of several methods:
etching the pattern into a quartz slab [22], contact printing into photoresist [41],
using a double ion exchange process in glass [40], ion milling [1], or creating a
nonpermanent photoconductivity grating [36]. Some workers have produced
waveguide gratings that use a guided reconstruction beam that diffracts into
other guided beams [56, 9]. Most waveguide holography work concentrates on
diffractive optical elements such as lenses and gratings for optical intercon-
nects, couplers, and other elements in integrated optics. Two papers [48, 2]
discussed two-dimensional imaging for integrated optics systems. As mentioned
earlier, this work falls under many names: "waveguide holograms" [9, 40, 48, 2],
"substrate-mode holograms" [23, 24], "guided-wave holography" [41], variations
of "gratings in waveguides" [49, 56, 36], and several other names. As already
mentioned, all of the of optical integration work is termed waveguide holography
in this thesis, and under that heading two subdivisions can the distinguished:
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those guiding in thicker substrates [23, 24, 42, 22, 9] and those guiding in thin
films [40, 48, 2, 56, 1, 41].
Those guiding on a thicker substrate are working with holograms that have
the same basic structure as the edgelit hologram. As noted above, most of these
researchers expose with shorter wavelength light in air, though it is recognized
that they could use a beam incident from a tank, block, or prism to achieve
the high spatial frequency fringes characteristic of edgelit and waveguide holo-
grams. The high spatial frequency fringes are required to diffract light out of
the waveguide from its steeply-angled, guided reconstruction beam. Since WGH
researchers do not record on a block or prism, total internal reflection can not
occur at the recording stage (though strong reflections may still the present).
These holograms, therefore, seem most like the tank-recorded edgelit hologram.
At first glance, it may appear that a significant difference between this work
and edgelit holography work is the thickness of the reconstruction substrate.
Most of the WGH researchers reconstruct on a glass waveguide substrate ap-
proximately 2.0 -6.5 mm (0.08 - 0.25 mm) thick [42, 39]. In this thesis, these
holograms are termed substrate-mode waveguide holograms. As previously men-
tioned, the allowable thickness of the substrate depends on the divergence of
the reconstruction beam and the size of the hologram. Since most of these holo-
grams are only several square millimeters in area and are reconstructed with
a guided, undiverged laser beam, they are in many ways simply scaled-down
versions of the edgelit hologram.
The relationship between thin-film holography and edgelit holography is
more complex, however. Although typical thin-film waveguide holograms are
usually quite small-2.5 mm2 (0.1 in 2) are the largest reported [2]-the thin-film
waveguide has a thickness around 1.5 x 10~ 3mm or 1500nm (0.06 x 10~ 6 in) [48].
So, although the hologram itself has a structure like the edgelit (since most of
these holograms are recorded with the same short-wavelength recording method
discussed above), the relationship between hologram size and guiding layer is
radically different than for the edgelit hologram or the substrate-mode WGH's
just discussed. As mentioned at the beginning of the section, the reconstruction
beam is much more affected by its guide than reconstruction beams in a thicker
material.
One problem with thin-film waveguides is that it is difficult to efficiently
couple in a reconstruction beam. The largest beam reported being coupled into
a thin-film waveguide had a width of 17mm (0.67in) and was coupled in with an
efficiency of 20% [57]. (However, much higher coupling efficiencies are possible
for smaller beams.)
Note that none of the thin-film waveguide holography researchers mentioned
here record with guided waves, except Wood, who interferes two guided waves
[56].
Though the wave nature of light and resultant propagation modes must be
taken into account to fully understand thin-film waveguide holograms, these
holograms are still clearly related to the edgelit hologram because they have
a similar fringe structure as the edgelit hologram, extending throughout the
emulsion thickness.
2.2.3 Evanescent wave holograms
In 1968, Nassenstein first published on evanescent wave holograms; he then pub-
lished a detailed, two-part paper on the subject in 1969 [31, 32]. Nassenstein
performed multiple experiments, including recording a three-dimensional image.
Bryngdahl, working concurrently but separately, first published his work in 1969
[7]. Bryngdahl also performed multiple experiments, including recording a two-
dimensional image by evanescent holography. Lukosz and Wiithrich published
the other most significant work in the field, discussing their work with evanes-
cent wave holographic optical elements and two-dimensional imaging [29, 57].
Some researchers whose primary focus is waveguide holography also mention
the feasibility of using evanescent waves [48, 30] or use evanescent waves to
reconstruct a surface relief hologram [25].
Unlike all the other holograms discussed up to this point, the recording
medium for an evanescent hologram is lower in refractive index than its sur-
rounds. To produce an evanescent wave in the recording medium, a beam must
totally internally reflect in a higher index medium that is in contact with the
recording medium. Since all of the holograms previously discussed utilize total
internal reflection at some point either in their recording or reconstruction, it is
not surprising that previously discussed geometries can be used for the evanes-
cent wave hologram. A tank filled with a fluid with higher refractive index
than the recording medium can be used to produce the total internal reflection
boundary [32, 7]; a geometry employing a prism (as in TIR holography) can be
used [32, 29]; or a thin-film waveguide can be used [29, 57].
During reconstruction of evanescent wave holograms, twin output images
appear, one on each side of the hologram.
Evanescent wave holograms differ significantly from edgelit, TIR, and waveg-
uide holograms. The evanescent wave hologram may or may not have a similar
fringe structure to the other three types but, in either case, the structure exists
only in a very thin layer of the emulsion if the hologram is recorded with an
evanescent wave. (Most researchers in this field both record and reconstruct
with the evanescent wave; however, reconstructing a relief hologram with the
evanescent wave has been reported [25].) The reason for the thinness of the layer
in which the fringe structure appears is that the amplitude of the evanescent
wave decreases exponentially with distance from the total internal reflection
boundary. As a result, the evanescent wave hologram is approximately 1/16th
the thickness of an average 7 pm emulsion [32].
Chapter 3
Fringe structure and
diffraction efficiency
The basic fringe structure of edgelit holograms lies on a continuum between the
fringe structures of conventional transmission and reflection holograms, giving
rise to some qualities also on such a continuum; other qualities are extremes
of the behavior of conventional holograms. Additionally, many edgelit holo-
grams have a complex, multiple fringe structure which can result in either a
lowered overall diffraction efficiency or an undesirable, rapid variation of diffrac-
tion efficiency with reconstruction angle. Choice of recording geometry, grating
optimization, and emulsion processing can eliminate or reduce these effects.
This chapter compares the fringe structure of conventional holograms with
two types of edgelit holograms, using accurately scaled figures that show the
fringes resulting from the most common configurations. The diffraction effi-
ciency of the edgelit is then tied to its fringe structure and polarization effects.
Throughout this thesis, reference and object beams are assumed polarized
perpendicular to the plane of incidence unless otherwise specified.
3.1 Fringe structure
3.1.1 Theory
For an accurate visual comparison of the fringe structure of conventional and
edgelit holograms, the diagrams in this chapter are to scale (1mm = 113nm) and
use actual beam angles. The diagrams are labeled according to the conventions
outlined in Appendix B. In all of the particular examples given in this chapter,
the emulsion faces the reference beam.
Throughout this section of the thesis, intra-emulsion angles, as computed by
Snell's law, are used. Snell's law states:
n; sin 2 = nt sin t (3.1)
where ni and n are the indices of refraction of the medium in which the beam
is incident and transmitted, respectively, and O6 and Ot are the incident and
transmitted angles of the beam.
The fringes formed at recording bisect the angle between the object and
reference beams, and their angle Of is given by the following expression:
f - Oref + 0ob (3.2)
2
where Of is the fringe angle, and Oref and Gobj are the reference and object
angles, respectively, measured in the same medium (air, emulsion, glass, etc. ).
The spacing of the fringes (the perpendicular distance between them) A is
given by
A A/n
2 sin I0ref -9bj'2
where A is the recording wavelength, n is the index of refraction of the emulsion,
and 6',f and 6'bj are the reference and angles in the emulsion.
The distance d between the fringes as measured along the surface of the
emulsion is given by
A/n
sin 0'- sin 0'
ref obj
(See Appendix A for a derivation of this equation showing that it should apply
to the edgelit.)
The spatial frequency f of the hologram's interference pattern is given by
1/d and is usually specified in cycles per millimeter (cy/mm).
3.1.2 Conventional holograms
In this section the conventional transmission and reflection examples use a 450
reference beam typical of these types of hologram. The angles in the figures,
however, are labeled by the 3600 convention since that convention is used in
the computation of the fringe structure. For the examples in this section, the
emulsion faces the reference beam.
Transmission holograms are recorded when both the object and reference
beams approach the emulsion from the same side of the plate. In this example,
the reference beam is incident on the emulsion at 45* and the object beam is
incident at 00 (see Figure 3.1). Assuming the emulsion has an index of refraction
of 1.63, the intra-emulsion reference angle is 25.7*, according to Snell's law.
The fringes of the transmission hologram in our example are at 13* and are
shown in Figure 3.2 (for the simplified case in which both object and reference
Figure 3.1: A typical transmission hologram and its beam angles at recording.
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Figure 3.2: Fringe structure of a typical transmission hologram.
Figure 3.3: A typical reflection hologram and its beam angles at recording.
beams are collimated plane waves). If the recording wavelength A is 633 nm, the
fringe spacing A is 873nm. The distance between the fringes along the emulsion
d is 896 nm for this example, so the spatial frequency is 1117 cy/mm.
Reflection holograms are recorded when the object and reference beams ap-
proach the emulsion from opposite sides (see Figure 3.3). The reference beam
for our example is incident on the emulsion at 1350 (450 by the 90* angle-
labeling convention; see Appendix B), which is 154* in the emulsion. Fringe
spacing A = 199 nm, distance between fringes along the surface of the emul-
sion d = 896 nm, and spatial frequency f = 1117 cy/mm in Figure 3.4. Note
that the distance between fringes at the surface of the hologram (and, therefore,
the spatial frequency) of the reflection and transmission holograms is identical.
Also note the extreme difference in fringe angle and spacing within the emulsion
between the transmission and reflection holograms.
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Figure 3.4: Fringe structure of a typical reflection hologram.
Figure 3.5: Schematic of a typical referencing geometry for a tank-recorded
edgelit: a holographic plate (glass and emulsion) is immersed a liquid having an
index of refraction similar to the indices of glass and emulsion.
3.1.3 Edgelit holograms
The primary fringe structure of both transmission and reflection edgelit holo-
grams can be thought of as a blend between the fringe structures of conventional
transmission and reflection holograms. Many edgelit recording geometries, how-
ever, also produce a secondary fringe structure that can be almost as strong as
the primary structure. This secondary fringe structure is formed by the in-
terference of the object beam with that portion of the reference beam that is
reflected off the second emulsion interface. Many other sets of fringes caused
by reflections can also occur depending on the edgelit recording geometry used
and can degrade the quantity of the hologram. See Appendix D for more on
reflections in edgelit versus conventional hologram recording geometries.
To minimize the amount of light lost to reflection, edgelit holograms are usu-
ally recorded with the reference beam incident on the emulsion from a material
with an index of refraction similar to the emulsion's. Usually this material is an
index-coupling fluid in a tank or a thick block of glass coupled to the holographic
plate. Figure 3.5 shows the holographic plate immersed in xylene, a common
index-coupling fluid with an index of refraction of 1.497. Figure 3.6 shows the
holographic plate couple to a glass block with xylene. In both figures, only the
reference beam is shown because the object beam may approach the plate from
either side.
An idealized tank-recording geometry produces only the edgelit hologram's
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Figure 3.6: Schematic of a typical referencing geometry for a block-recorded
edgelit: a holographic plate (glass and emulsion) is coupled to a glass block
with a fluid having an index of refraction similar to the indices of glass and
emulsion.
primary fringe structure; therefore, this geometry is discussed first.
Tank-recorded
For this example, the edgelit recording tank is filled with xylene, a fluid solvent
that has an index of refraction of 1.497, which is an approximate match to the
1.51 index of common glass and the 1.63 index of the emulsion. Although a
perfect index match is required to produce only the primary fringe structure,
Figure 3.7 shows only the primary fringe structure for clarity. The secondary
fringe structure is shown in the following section.
To produce a tank-recorded edgelit hologram, the holographic plate is im-
mersed in the tank of fluid during exposure (see Figure 3.5). In the example
that follows, a typical reference beam is incident on the emulsion at 80* from
the xylene. The emulsion has an index of refraction of 1.63, and therefore the
reference beam in the emulsion is at an angle of 64.7*.
Just as in conventional holography, a transmission edgelit is recorded when
both reference and object beams are incident on the emulsion from the same
side of the emulsion. For this configuration, the angle of the fringes Of, given
by Equation 3.2, is 32.40. If the recording wavelength A is 633 nm, then A is
363 nm, d is 430 nm, and f is 2326 cy/mm. Figure 3.7 shows the structure of
the fringes produced.
A reflection edgelit is recorded when the reference and object beams ap-
proach the emulsion from the opposite sides. For the example shown in Fig-
ure 3.8 the angle of the fringes Of is 57.7* and the fringe spacing A is 230 nm
(for A = 633 nm).
As in the case of conventional holograms, the distance between the fringes
along the emulsion d (and, therefore, the spatial frequency f) is identical in
both the reflection and transmission cases, though structures differ otherwise.
The recording geometry of the edgelit hologram gives it more than twice the
spatial frequency of a conventional hologram, making possible its high diffraction
angles. The fringe angle and spacing of both transmission and reflection edgelits
lies on a continuum between that of conventional transmission and reflection
holograms. Notice, however, that the fringes of both the transmission and
reflection edgelit holograms bear slightly more resemblance to the conventional
reflection hologram than to the conventional transmission hologram.
Block-recorded
The edgelit recording geometry shown in Figure 3.6, where a holographic plate
is simply coupled to a block of glass, produces an edgelit hologram with pri-
mary and secondary fringe structures of nearly equal strength because the ref-
erence beam is totally internally reflected at the emulsion-air interface. Other
block-recording geometries utilizing an absorber coupled to the emulsion are
also possible (see Figure 3.9).
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Figure 3.7: Fringe structure of a tank-recorded transmission edgelit.
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Figure 3.8: Fringe structure of a tank-recorded reflection edgelit
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Figure 3.9: Schematic of a typical edgelit block-recording geometry using an
absorber: a holographic plate (glass and emulsion) is coupled to the glass block
and then an absorber is coupled to the holographic plate.
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Block geometries using an absorber can reduce the strength of the reflected
reference beam but can also increase woodgrain if the coupling fluid is xylene or
some other liquid with an index of refraction not exactly matched to the index
of either glass or emulsion.
Figure 3.10 shows an example of the fringe structure produced by a block-
recording geometry without an absorber. For accurate comparison with the
tank-recorded edgelit, this example uses the same reference beam angle in the
emulsion as used in the tank examples. The angle of the reference beam in the
emulsion is 64.70 for the transmission case and 115.30 for the reflection case, as
above. To achieve these angles in the emulsion, the reference beam in the glass
substrate must be incident on the emulsion at 77.4* for the transmission case,
and 102.60 for the reflection case.
The significant difference between the tank-recorded edgelit and the block-
recorded edgelit is that 100% of the reference beam is reflected back through
the emulsion at the emulsion-air interface. This reflected reference beam, often
called a TIR (totally internally reflected) beam, is a second, almost full strength
reference beam (if absorption by the emulsion were not a factor then the TIR
beam would have the same irradiance as the reference beam). Notice that this
TIR beam is passing through the emulsion at exactly the same angle as the
reference beam that we used to record a reflection edgelit in the tank. This
reflected beam records a reflection edgelit at the same time as the transmission
edgelit is recorded. Additionally, the reflected reference beam will interfere
with the original reference beam and will form a reflection grating with fringes
parallel to the emulsion's surface. Figure 3.10 shows the beams and the three
gratings formed. Illumination identical to the reference or the TIR beam will
reconstruct the virtual image, and the conjugate of either beam will reconstruct
the real image. (Not surprisingly, an imperfect conjugate produces an inefficient
reconstruction.) Note that the polarization of the beams at recording will affect
the strength of all the gratings formed and the optimal modulation. Any two
beams with orthogonal polarizations will not interfere, so in some configurations
one or more sets of fringes may not appear. This effect can be used to suppress
the grating formed by the interference of the reference beam and the TIR beam
if the reference beam is p-polarized and its angle in the emulsion is 45*[12].
Other gratings may also be selected for suppression, possibly increasing the
diffraction efficiency of the desired grating.
As a result of the TIR beam, a reflection edgelit hologram recorded on a
block without an absorber forms a grating structure almost identical to that
just described for the transmission edgelit recorded with a similar geometry
(Figure 3.11).
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Figure 3.10: Fringe structure of a block-recorded transmission edgelit
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Figure 3.11: Fringe structure of a block-recorded reflection edgelit
3.2 Diffraction efficiency
As a result of its secondary fringe structure, a laser-illuminated edgelit hologram
has an unusual property with regard to diffraction efficiency The reflection grat-
ing and the transmission grating formed during the exposure of many edgelit
holograms reconstruct simultaneously and coherently if reconstruction condi-
tions are nearly identical to recording conditions. Based on the analysis of TIR
holograms[12, 46], all the edgelit gratings formed at recording operate in the
Bragg regime and are sensitive to shrinkage and swelling of the emulsion, as
well as index of refraction changes. These changes, however, affect the Bragg
angles of each grating differently[12]. The reflection grating is almost three
times as sensitive to emulsion thickness changes as the transmission grating[46].
If the emulsion undergoes a large thickness change then the angles of efficient
reconstruction for the various gratings will separate, and the effects of coher-
ent coupling will diminish. Without a separation of their Bragg reconstruction
angles, however, images from both the transmission and reflection gratings will
reconstruct simultaneously and the efficiency will depend on the relative phases
of the reconstructing and TIR beams.1 Since the phase difference between the
two beams varies rapidly with reconstruction angle, the diffraction efficiency
also varies rapidly.
Ehbets et al. analyzed this effect in TIR holograms using coupled wave
theory for cases with 0% shrinkage or swelling (Figure 3.12), 1% shrinkage (Fig-
ure 3.13), and 1% swelling (Figure 3.14)[12]. The graphs plot the diffraction
efficiency r71 relative to the reconstruction angle 0'. In the analysis, the emul-
sion's initial index of refraction is assumed to be 1.5, the emulsion's thickness
is 15 pm, and the reference and object waves are of equal intensity.
According to Ehbets et al., the exposure has to be two times higher for
the recording of p-polarized light than for s-polarized light; this results in a
post-processing index of refraction of 1.53 for p-polarized exposures, while the
index for s-polarized exposures shifts only to 1.51. The greater index change
for the p-polarized exposure explains why the efficiency peaks for the transmis-
sion and reflection gratings begin to separate even in the case of 0% shrinkage
(Figure 3.12). In Figure 3.13 the index and thickness changes essentially cancel
each other out, and the transmission and reflection gratings end up with simi-
lar Bragg conditions causing them to reconstruct simultaneously. In Figure 3.14
the index and thickness changes have caused the peaks of the transmission (left)
and reflection (right) gratings to separate.
Ehbets et al. predict that the efficiency of one of the gratings can be maxi-
mized by computing the optimal modulation for a particular Bragg angle. Fig-
ure 3.15 shows an example of the resulting theoretical efficiency of a hologram
with an optimized transmission grating.
1If the hologram is reconstructed with direct illumination both gratings will output the +1
image; if the hologram is reconstructed with conjugate illumination both gratings will output
the -1 image.
Ehbets et al. believe that, for a hologram recorded with a 450 intra-emulsion
reference beam, the primary difference between s- and p-polarization is the ex-
istence of the TIR-reference grating (this is the grating with fringes parallel to
the surface of the emulsion in Figures 3.10 and 3.11) which couples light out
of the reconstruction beam and into the TIR beam. With an intra-emulsion
reference of 450 p-polarized light does not form a TIR-reference grating. Like-
wise, if there is a 90* angle between the reconstructing and diffracted beams,
p-polarized light will reconstruct with 0% efficiency[24].
In addition to the possibility of coherent coupling between primary and sec-
ondary edgelit gratings, the diffraction efficiency of both laser-illuminated and
white-light-illuminated edgelit holograms can be degraded by any unwanted
grating including the very course gratings commonly known as woodgrain. The
edgelit hologram is particularly prone to the creation of unwanted gratings be-
cause the steeply angled reference beam can produce significant reflections off
an interface having even a small index of refraction change across it. (See Ap-
pendix D for more on reflections in the edgelit recording geometry.)
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Figure 3.12: Diffraction efficiency r11 versus reconstruction angle 0' for 0%
shrinkage. (a) s-polarization, (b) p-polarization (from Ehbets et al.).
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Figure 3.13: Diffraction efficiency r/1 versus reconstruction angle 0' for 1%
shrinkage. (a) s-polarization, (b) p-polarization (from Ehbets et al.).
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Figure 3.14: Diffraction efficiency r/ versus reconstruction angle 0' for 1%
swelling. (a) s-polarization, (b) p-polarization (from Ehbets et al.).
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Figure 3.15: Diffraction efficiency r7i versus reconstruction angle 0' for 1%
swelling. Optimized transmission grating. (a) s-polarization, (b) p-polarization
(from Ehbets ei al.).
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Chapter 4
Chromatic behavior
Bandwidth and the wavelength-dependent location of reconstruction points de-
termine the chromatic appearance of a hologram and, therefore, the conditions
under which a hologram may reconstruct a full-color image. The edgelit's chro-
matic bandwidth lies on a continuum between the bandwidths of conventional
transmission and reflection holograms, allowing color-control techniques similar
to either conventional transmission or conventional reflection holography. The
highly divergent illumination source used for most edgelit hologram reconstruc-
tion geometries causes two-dimensional angular dispersion rather than the es-
sentially one-dimensional dispersion usually encountered in display holography,
potentially complicating color imaging. The edgelit hologram's naturally high
angular dispersion of output wavelengths, caused by its high spatial frequency,
increases the vertical dimension of the view-window if the edgelit hologram was
recorded from a master hologram, but the curved, wavelength-dependent out-
put of the vertical foci of reconstruction points may cause color fringing in some
multi-color applications.
This chapter describes the bandwidth, angular dispersion, and the wavelength-
dependent location of reconstructed image points for the edgelit hologram and
describes the image appearance produced by several different recording geome-
tries.
4.1 Bandwidth
Both theoretical analysis and the author's qualitative analysis of experimental
data indicate that the bandwidth of the edgelit hologram lies on a continuum
between conventional transmission and reflection holograms. Before an edgelit
hologram had ever been made, Leith et al., in 1966, predicted what wavelengths
could be reconstructed by such a hologram[27]. Leith et al. plotted "the wave-
length change AA needed to extinguish the diffracted wave ... while maintain-
Figure 4.1: Wavelength change AA after which no diffracted wave appears when
reconstruction angle is held constant (after Leith et al.).
ing the readout angle constant" (See Figure 4.1). The recording angle 0, in
the emulsion is given along the horizontal axis. The change in refraction angle
A@k associated with change AA is also shown, as are some experimentally deter-
mined points designated by small x's. The plot spans conventional transmission,
edgelit transmission, edgelit reflection, and conventional reflection holograms.
Leith et al. stated that the hatched area in the figure represents an area "nor-
mally inaccessible" since "an angle of 410 within the emulsion corresponds to
an angle of 900 for the beam in air." The portion of the hatched area between
410 and 90* corresponds to the transmission edgelit hologram and the portion
between 900 and 1390 corresponds to the reflection edgelit hologram. The pa-
rameters used in the calculation are for Eastman Kodak 649 F plates, 15.5 pm
thick, 1.52 index of refraction, exposed with 633 nm wavelength light. Leith et
al.'s numbers show greater wavelength selectivity for the edgelit than what we
obtain with Agfa 8E75 because his analysis is based on an emulsion more than
twice as thick as the typical 7pm thickness of Agfa 8E75, and thicker emulsions
yield holograms with greater wavelength selectivity.
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The spectral bandwidth of a hologram can be approximated by the following
equation:
BW - (4.1)N
where BW is the bandwidth, A2 is the central output wavelength (the output
wavelength of greatest intensity), and N is the number of fringe layers across
the thickness of the emulsion[3].
The number of layers N intersected by the normal to the emulsion's surface
can be calculated with the following equation:
N = TsinOf (4.2)A
where T is the thickness of the emulsion, Of is the angle of the fringes, and
A is the spacing between the fringes. Note that the thickness T may change
after processing which will also alter the fringe angle Of. In this discussion we
will assume that the thickness at recording T is equal to the thickness after
processing T2 , unless otherwise noted.
The following equation describes the central wavelength A2 :
SAn2 T 2(cosO6t - cos 1,,)A2 = (4.3)
mn1T1(cosO6. - cosO )
where m is the order of the diffracted wave (+1 for the virtual image and -1 for
the real image), ni and n2 are the indices of refraction of the emulsion during
recording and after processing respectively, A, is the recording wavelength, 6,tt
is the angle in the emulsion of the output (reconstructed) wave, and O6,, is
the angle in the emulsion of the illumination beam[3]. If the emulsion does not
change thickness or index of refraction, and the illumination angle WO1 is identical
to the original reference angle O6 f (which makes m = +1), then A2  Al for
any emulsion whose thickness does not too closely approach zero.
Assuming ni = n 2, Ti = T2 , and A2 = A1 , we can begin to get an idea of the
bandwidth for various holograms recorded in a 7 pm the emulsion (Agfa 8E75,
for example). Using the same parameters as used in Chapter 3, the following
bandwidths are obtained for the example holograms:
Hologram 0/ej Approximate See
Type Bandwidth Figure
conventional 25.70 354 nm 3.2
transmission
transmission 64.70 61 nm 3.7
edgelit
reflection 115.30 25 nm 3.8
edgelit
conventional 154.30 18 nm 3.4
reflection
These results roughly agree with the output quantitatively observed by the
author, but further work is recommended to more precisely state what a par-
ticular edgelit hologram's bandwidth is.
Based on these numbers and a qualitative look at the edgelit hologram's
output bandwidth, the reflection edgelit appears capable of stable full-color
imaging similar to that seen in conventional reflection holography. The trans-
mission edgelit may also be suitable for stable full-color imaging: preliminary
experiments by the author indicate that the central wavelength (A2 ) of even a
transmission edgelit hologram is easily controlled using a common color control
technique from reflection holography.' The following quote from Hubel[21] gives
some idea of the effect of bandwidth in color holography:
... there is a "trade off" between bandwidth and brightness.
Large bandwidth holograms have the advantage of being very bright;
however, with the increase in bandwidth, distortion and desaturation
of the image colour occurs ... and there is an increase in dispersion
blurring [Ward et al., 1985]. The increase in brightness gained by
larger bandwidths has the advantage of increasing the signal power
with respect to the background noise level.
Hubel identifies reasons why one might choose a transmission edgelit hologram
versus a reflection edgelit hologram for a particular imaging application.
4.2 Angular dispersion
Ward et al.[55] shows the location of the chromatic output of a conventional
transmission or reflection hologram illuminated with a diverging source. Ward
et al. 's illustration Figure 4.2 is recreated showing a representation of a holo-
gram of six real image points. (Ward et al.'s original figure showed the re-
construction of virtual image points, so in his actual figure the locations of
the "red" and "blue" labels were reversed relative to the illumination source.)
The line of dots associated with each point represents the spectral blur that
results from wavelength-dependent angular dispersion. A small plot of the
wavelength-dependent intensity is shown alongside the representation of the
spectrally blurred point in the upper-right corner of the hologram. A hologram
with a broad bandwidth will show high intensity output across many wave-
lengths; conversely, a narrow bandwidth hologram will have a high intensity
output for a relatively small range of wavelengths. In the author's experiments
with the reconstruction of real image points by edgelit holograms referenced and
illuminated by a diverging source, the edgelit holograms exhibit the same basic
structure shown in Figure 4.2. In fact, the figure fairly accurately represents
'The color control technique used was a pre-exposure swelling in triethanolamine (TEA).
The concentration of the TEA solution determines the central wavelength of the bandwidth.
For more on this technique see Saxby[43].
Figure 4.2: Location of the chromatic output of a hologram illuminated with
diverging white light (after Ward et al. ).
a common edgelit hologram reconstruction geometry, whereas a source so near
the hologram is not common in conventional holography. Color control prob-
lems associated with dispersion in two dimensions (both the x and y directions)
are, therefore, likely to be encountered with an edgelit geometry, while these
same problems are usually avoided (or minimized) in conventional holography
by keeping the distance between the reconstructing source and the hologram
large compared with the size of the hologram.
Experiments for this thesis and the reports of several researchers indicate
that the vertical component of the angular dispersion of the edgelit (and, hence,
its vertical view zone) is greater than that of conventional holograms[53, 5, 39].
This observation is supported by the theory that links steeper reference angles
with greater angular dispersion[55] and is further evident in the raytraced output
of Figures 4.3 and 4.4, which show the theoretical position of a reconstructed
point as a function of wavelength.
4.3 Location of vertically focused image points
In holography, a line is often drawn through the vertically focused loci of the
points output by various wavelengths. For a typical conventional transmission
or reflection hologram, the line formed approximates a straight line, and its
angle with the z-axis is called the achromatic angle. This angle determines the
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geometry necessary for accurate color control in holography. Figure 4.3 shows
a side view of a white-light-illuminated hologram reconstructing a single real-
image point. The darker section of line on the vertical axis between (0, -50)
and (0, 50) is the holographic plate. The angled line labeled with wavelengths
shows the wavelength-dependent location of the vertical foci of a particular
reconstructed point as predicted by raytracing (see Appendix E). The case
shown is a conventional hologram (either transmission or reflection) recorded
with 633 nm wavelength light, a 25.7* reference beam in the emulsion (45* in
air) and an original object point located 200 mm from the hologram on the
z-axis.
Assuming perfect direct or conjugate illumination, the image point formed
by 633 nm light will appear focused at exactly the same location as the original
object point. The images of the point reconstructed by other wavelengths appear
at the locations shown.
The bars extending from the points reconstructed by 400 nm, 550 nm, and
700 nm light show the spatial blurring of the vertical focus for a particular
wavelength. The points along these bars where different parts of the hologram
reconstruct the vertical focus of a particular point. This type of aberration is
exaggerated in the case of edgelit hologram reconstruction and is discussed more
fully below.
Figure 4.4 shows the computed locations of the vertical foci for an edgelit
hologram recorded with 633 nm light, angled 64.70 in the emulsion, and an
object point located 200 mm from the hologram along the z-axis.
Several significant aspects of the reconstruction are made obvious by the
figure. First, as discussed in the previous section, the vertical dispersion is
significantly greater in the edgelit hologram case than in the conventional holo-
gram case. Second, the line connecting the vertically focused loci of different
wavelengths no longer approximates a straight line. Third, the precise location
of the vertically focused loci becomes more ambiguous in the edgelit hologram
case. The effect of the first two points is illustrated in the following section on
image appearance; the third point is represented by the bars extending from
the 400 nm, 550 nm, and 700 nm reconstruction locations.
When reconstruction parameters do not precisely match recording parame-
ters (or are not precisely compensated for), aberrations arise. One such aberra-
tion is that different portions of the hologram can reconstruct the same point in
slightly different locations. In Figures 4.3 and 4.4 the wavelength-labeled points
are points reconstructed by the center of the hologram. We assume these to
the the most important reconstructed points since we assume that the viewer
will look primarily toward the center of the hologram. Other portions of the
hologram, however, will not necessarily focus light of a particular wavelength to
the labeled point. The bar extending from the 400 nm position in Figure 4.4,
for example, shows where other portions of the hologram focus the 400 nm light.
The far left end corresponds to the focus produced by the bottom of the holo-
gram; the far right end corresponds to the focus produced by the top of the
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Figure 4.3: The wavelength-dependent vertically focused loci of a point recon-
structed by a conventional transmission or a conventional reflection hologram.
Points along the line marked with wavelengths are reconstructed by the center
of the hologram. Bars extending out from those points represent the points out-
put by other portions of the hologram. The reference source is located 106 mm
from the hologram and has an intra-emulsion angle of 25.70 (45* in air). An
identically positioned source illuminates the hologram. The axes are marked in
millimeters.
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Figure 4.4: The wavelength-dependent vertically focused loci of a point recon-
structed by an edgelit transmission or an edgelit reflection hologram. Points
along the line marked with wavelengths are reconstructed by the center of the
hologram. Bars extending out from those points represent the points output by
other portions of the hologram. The reference source is located 106 mm from the
hologram and has an intra-emulsion angle of 64.70. An identically positioned
source illuminates the hologram. The axes are marked in millimeters.
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hologram.
Fortunately the edgelit hologram's bandwidth, which is more narrow than
the full visible spectrum, should cause the most aberrated points to have a low
enough intensity to be essentially invisible. The focus blurring in the edgelit
case, however, may still result in a reduction of image sharpness in edgelit
holograms relatively to conventional holograms under imperfect reconstruction
conditions.
Figure 4.5 compares the output of an actual edgelit hologram with the ray-
traced prediction of the output.
The hologram was recorded with 633 nm wavelength light, a 65* reference
beam in the emulsion, and an object point 126 mm from the hologram plane.
The locations of the vertical foci of the actual hologram were determined by
illuminating the hologram with laser light of various wavelengths. For each
illumination wavelength the position of the brightest and most vertically focused
portion of the reconstructed point was recorded.
The figure shows the raytraced theoretical point locations with bars extend-
ing through the labeled points. The points reconstructed by the actual hologram
appear in a ragged line to the left of the raytraced points. The experimental
and theoretical plots show fairly good agreement, and there are two obvious
possible sources for the discrepancy that does exist.
One possible source of the discrepancy is that only portions of the hologram
occupying the vertical extent of the hologram's horizontal center were used as
a source for the computed output rays; therefore, some errors were probably
introduced. (See Appendix E for more on the raytracing used in this thesis.)
A second possible source for the discrepancy is that the theoretical points were
determined by the focus locations output by a particular vertical section of the
hologram (top, middle, bottom, etc. ). The logic behind this approach is that
the viewer will only see output rays coming from the portion of the hologram in
line with the eyes. This approach, therefore, predicts what the typical viewer
will see. On the other hand, the experimentally determined vertical focus of
the hologram was ascertained by finding the vertical focus on a white card and
logging its position. The focus on the white card is determined by rays coming
from all portions of the hologram, which almost certainly differs from the focus
formed by only a small area of the hologram.
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of an edgelit transmission hologram's experimentally-
determined (the ragged curve on the left) and theoretically-determined (the
smooth curve on the right), wavelength-dependent, vertically focused output
loci. Points along the theoretically-determined line marked with laser wave-
lengths are reconstructed by the center of the hologram. Bars extending out
from those points represent the points theoretically output by other portions of
the hologram. The reference source is located 106 mm from the hologram and
has an intra-emulsion angle of 65*. An identically positioned source illuminates
the hologram. The axes are marked in millimeters.
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4.4 Image appearance
The edgelit hologram's bandwidth, high angular dispersion, and the curved
spectral blur of output points all affect the chromatic appearance of the edgelit
hologram's image. These attributes, combined with the details of the hologram's
recording geometry, will determine the final color of the image points. The
following sections discuss three basic recording configurations and compare the
image appearance produced by white-light-illuminated conventional holograms
with those produced by white-light-illuminated edgelit holograms.
4.4.1 Large master
Of the three scenarios to be discussed, this one produces an image appearance
controlled primarily by bandwidth and angular dispersion.
The effect of the master hologram is minimized when the master hologram
is large compared to the transfer or final hologram, so we begin by discussing
the hypothetical case of an infinitely large master hologram of a point. Record
two holograms of this point: one with the point located at the hologram plane
and one with the point some finite distance from the plane of the hologram.
If the two holograms recorded were conventional transmission holograms the
final color of the image-plane point would be white, and the spectral blur of the
non-image-plane point would include most or all of the visible spectrum. 2 The
spectral blur of the non-image-plane point would have a shape like that shown
in Figure 4.3.
If the two holograms were conventional reflection holograms, the final color
of the image-plane point would be a fairly saturated version of the central wave-
length, and the non-image-plane point would appear as a very small subsection
of the blur observed in the conventional transmission hologram case. For ex-
ample, the spectral blur of the non-image-plane point might include only the
reddish tones of the spectrum at the same angle as the same tones that appeared
in the output of the conventional transmission hologram.
If the two holograms had been transmission edgelit holograms, the color of
the image-plane point would be a desaturated version of the central wavelength,
and the blur of the non-image-plane point would appear as a truncated version
of the visible spectrum. The blur of this point would have a shape like that
shown in Figure 4.4.
If the two holograms were reflection edgelit holograms, the color of the image-
plane point would appear as a more saturated version of the central wavelength
than the image-plane point of the transmission edgelit hologram, but not as
saturated as the corresponding point recorded by the conventional reflection
hologram. The spectral blur of the non-image-plane point would appear as an
2 Note that the bandwidth is the width to the 1/2 maximum, so wavelengths may be visible
which would not be considered part of the numerically defined bandwidth.
even more truncated version of the visible spectrum than the blur of the trans-
mission edgelit hologram, but would have the same shape as the transmission
edgelit hologram's blur.
The above description of the edgelit hologram output correlates with the
output of the author's edgelit holograms. In the author's corresponding experi-
ments with transmission edgelit holograms recorded with 633 nm and processed
to minimize shrinkage, the central wavelength is in the red and image-plane
points appear as a very pale orange. The reason for the slightly orange color is
easily understood by looking at the spectral blur of the non-image-plane point.
The spectral blur is strong in the red portion of the spectrum, becomes dimmer
in the green, and is virtually non-existent in the blue. The wavelengths, spa-
tially separated to form the blur of the non-image-plane point, are all present in
the single point of the image-plane point and mix to create the very pale orange
observed.
When working with master holograms of a finite size both the image of the
point projected by the master hologram and the image of the master hologram
plate or film itself must be considered since both are recorded. On reconstruc-
tion, the image point and the image of the master hologram plate are linked as
a single object with the image of the master plate acting as a window through
which the image point can be seen.
Figure 4.6 shows a conventional hologram (on the left) that was recorded
from a large master hologram. When illuminated with white light, the output
from this hologram will appear as described in the infinitely-large-master sce-
nario when the viewer looks through the area where the wavelength-dependent
images of the master hologram window overlap. When the viewer leaves the
region of complete overlap, the appearance of the image mimics that described
for an edgelit hologram since now the portion of the section visible is effectively
truncated.
Figure 4.7 shows the output of an edgelit hologram recorded from a large
master. The area of complete overlap of the master windows is smaller be-
cause of the edgelit hologram's greater vertical dispersion. Additionally, the
overlap carries less significance since the visible section is naturally truncated
by the edgelit hologram's bandwidth. For example, the blue image of the mas-
ter window may not be present anyway. As long as the viewer looks through
an area of some significant overlap the output will appear as described for the
infinitely-large-hologram case. As the viewer moves to look through fewer of the
overlapping master windows, the image will take on an appearance associated
with a hologram having a more narrow bandwidth. An example of this type of
hologram is Farmer's transmission edgelit stereogram[14, 13].
4.4.2 Rainbow
Rainbow edgelits closely mimic the behavior of conventional rainbow transmis-
sion holograms. The real image of the rainbow slit creates a small window
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Figure 4.6: A conventional hologram recorded from a large master hologram.
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Figure 4.7: An edgelit hologram recorded from a large master hologram.
Figure 4.8: A conventional rainbow hologram
through which the image can be seen in the saturated color of that window (see
Figures 4.8 and 4.9). The small size of the window minimizes the overlap be-
tween windows so the output image looks like the output of a narrow bandwidth
hologram when the viewer looks through a particular window.
The technique applies equally well to both transmission and reflection edgelits
since both have reasonably high bandwidths and angular dispersion when recorded
in a silver halide emulsion. The primary difference between the reconstructed
image of a conventional rainbow hologram and an edgelit rainbow hologram is
that the edgelit image may not appear in all the spectral colors because of its
narrower bandwidth. For a transmission rainbow edgelit exposed with 633 nm
light, the output spectrum centers around 633 nm if there was no shrinkage or
swelling as a result of processing, and the blue wavelengths are extremely dim
or nonexistent. Examples of this type of output are the author's three-color
rainbow edgelit hologram exhibited at SPIE's Electronic Imaging conference in
1993 and single-color rainbows by Benton et al. [6, 5, 4] and Huang[18].
4.4.3 Small master
In conventional holography, a small master (for example, a 102 x 127mm (4 x 5in)
for a 102 x 127mm final hologram) produces an output similar to the output when
using a large master. The area of overlap is simply smaller (see Figure 4.10).
This same type of configuration, however, when used to produce an edgelit,
produces an output similar to the rainbow hologram. The reason for this be-
havior can be attributed to the edgelit's high level of angular dispersion. The
reconstructions of the master windows separate in space and cause the image to
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Figure 4.9: An edgelit rainbow hologram
appear in a single saturated spectral color (see Figure 4.11). Examples of this
effect are experiments performed by the author with a 200 x 250 mm (8 x 10 in)
master hologram located approximately 450 mm from the final hologram during
recording, and Putilin's edgelit[39].
Figure 4.10: A conventional hologram recorded from a small master hologram.
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Figure 4.11: An edgelit hologram recorded from a small master hologram.
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Chapter 5
Exposure energy
5.1 Introduction
In conventional holography, exposure energy is calculated by multiplying the in-
cident irradiance1 times the time of the exposure. Knowing the exposure energy
allows us to predict and control the final developed density 2 of the hologram,
which plays a critical role in determining the diffraction efficiency. For a set
processing procedure, exposure energy determines the developed density of the
holographic emulsion and, therefore, the maximum possible index modulation.
Ideal developed density depends on the type of hologram: some typical val-
ues are 0.6 for unbleached transmission, 1.5 for bleached transmission, 2.5 for
bleached reflection.
The edgelit hologram is still new enough that the ideal developed density
and, therefore, the ideal exposure energy have not been determined.3 Since the
structure of the edgelit hologram is somewhere between the structures of con-
ventional transmission and reflection holograms, we might guess that the ideal
exposure energy for the edgelit will also be between the values for conventional
transmission and reflection holograms.
To begin determining the ideal exposure energy for a set processing proce-
dure we can expose diffraction gratings with a series of exposure energies. We
can then measure the diffraction efficiencies of the gratings and conclude that
the most efficient grating received the most ideal exposure energy.
Since exposure energy is usually defined as the product of the incident ir-
1In holography, irradiance is frequently referred to as intensity; though, strictly speaking,
irradiance is the more accurate term.
2 Developed density is the logarithm of the opacity of the emulsion after development. The
opacity is defined as the ratio of the incident irradiance to the irradiance transmitted through
the developed emulsion.
30ptimal modulation has been discussed by some TIR and waveguide holography
researchers[12, 24].
radiance Ii and the temporal duration of the exposure w[8], then we must be
able to measure the incident irradiance to proceed with the experiment. Irradi-
ance is a measure of the power crossing a unit area perpendicular to the beam's
direction of travel. In conventional holography, the irradiance is measured in
the location of the emulsion.4 How does one measure the irradiance of a beam
inside an edgelit hologram's recording tank or block? Even attempting to mea-
sure the irradiance of the reference beam just outside an edgelit recording block
(in the location where the holographic emulsion will be coupled to the block)
fails because the beam is totally internally reflected. One possible solution to
this problem is to measure the irradiance wherever it can be measured and then
calculate what it will be when it reaches the emulsion.
Other questions then come to mind: do we want the irradiance immediately
before the emulsion or in the emulsion; does it matter that the reference beam
is at a steep angle causing the power in the beam to spread out across the
emulsion's surface; does it matter that a steeply angled reference beam travels
a longer path through the emulsion than a beam incident at a lesser angle?
We need to verify what quantity is actually affecting the emulsion. We can
then call this quantity times the time of the exposure the effeciive exposure
energy. Effective exposure energy is defined in this thesis as the exposure en-
ergy that yields a particular density (for a set processing procedure) completely
independently of exposure geometry or beam angles.
In other words, if two holographic plates have the same developed density
(and were processed identically) then we assume that their effective exposure
energies were equivalent.
5.2 Models for effective exposure energy (EEE)
Although exposure energy is usually thought of as irradiance times time of
exposure, by the end of the chapter we will see that definition to be inaccurate
at steep intra-emulsion angles.
Irradiance I or radiant flux density (W/m 2) is the time average of the mag-
nitude of the Poynting vector S:
I = (S) = 2
where (S) is the time average of the magnitude of S, c is the speed of light, C is the
permittivity, and E, is the magnitude of the amplitude of the wave. Irradiance
can also be thought of as the power crossing a unit area perpendicular to S. In
isotropic media S is parallel to k, the propagation vector, which points in the
direction of the wave's travel.
4Some variations on how holographers measure beam irradiance are discussed in the fol-
lowing section.
In conventional holography, the irradiance of a beam is usually measured
immediately in front of the eventual location of the emulsion. There has tradi-
tionally been some debate about whether or not the detector should be pointed
directly into the beam so that the detector's face is perpendicular to the beam's
direction of travel (actually measuring irradiance) or if the detector's face should
remain parallel to the emulsion's surface (actually measuring the power crossing
a unit area that is oriented parallel to the interface, although this would only
work for an idealized detector) This chapter ultimately explores the essence of
these two approaches.
Another consideration is whether or not to adjust a reading to account for
light reflected by the front surface of the emulsion during exposure. Some holo-
graphers place a clear piece of glass in the location where the emulsion will be
and measure the irradiance of the beam after it has passed through the glass.
This method eliminates light reflecting off the glass from being counted in the
irradiance reading. Although reflection is actually a process of reradiation, ini-
tial exposure tests indicated that reflected light did not apparently contribute to
the exposure of the emulsion. The most convincing result was that, for a fixed
incident irradiance, the developed density generally decreased as the angle to
the plate increased. For p-polarized exposures near Brewster's angle,6 however,
the density was greater than for lower angles, indicating that it is the light that
actually is transmitted into the emulsion that does the work of exposure.
We therefore assume that we are interested only in quantities transmitted
into the emulsion. As already alluded to, one of the following two quantities is
likely to be the critical term in the determination of effective exposure energy:
the transmitted irradiance It, which is the time average of the magnitude of S
in the material, or the time average of the magnitude of the component of S
that is perpendicular to the emulsion interface (S)J'. The term (S)' is equal to
It cos O.
5.2.1 Hypothesis a
For case a we assume that the time averaged magnitude of the Poynting vector
in the material, i. e. the transmitted irradiance It, is the critical component of
effective exposure energy. Figure 5.1 shows It for two different exposures. In
one exposure the beam in the emulsion makes an angle Ot with the normal to
the surface; in the other O = 0. As already mentioned, irradiance is the power
5Note that such detectors do not exist. In addition to the idealized detector's require-
ment that the housing never shadow the sensing surface, the idealized detector must have an
immunity to angle- and polarization-dependent Fresnel reflection. Fresnel reflection off the
sensing surface of the detector will interfere with obtaining an accurate power reading. Since
no such detector exists, the effect of the Fresnel reflection should generally be minimized by
positioning the detector such that the light being measured is incident normal to the sensing
surface.
6Brewster's angle is approximately 560 for this configuration. For more on Brewster's angle
in general see Hecht[17].
crossing a unit area perpendicular to the beam's direction of travel; hence, the
unit area cross-sections in Figure 5.1 are shown perpendicular to the beam.
Figure 5.2 represents the exposure of the entire emulsion. If the transmit-
ted irradiances are equal Itj = Itu and absorption is not a factor, then each
infinitely thin unit area cross-section throughout the emulsion is receiving the
same power. If the irradiance is, in fact, the most important quantity, it seems
reasonable to expect the densities of the plates from Exposure I and Exposure
II to be equal if they are exposed for the same length of time, wi = wij. If
this argument is expanded further we can eventually assert that the effective
exposure energy for the a hypothesis is the transmitted irradiance times the
time of exposure.
EEEa = Itw. (5.1)
5.2.2 Hypothesis #
For hypothesis # we assume that the time-averaged magnitude of the perpendicular 7
component of the Poynting vector in the emulsion (S) is the critical quantity
for determining effective exposure energy. As previously mentioned, (S)J- =
It cos O. Figure 5.3 shows (S)L for exposures with two different beam angles.
For hypothesis # the unit area cross-sections shown are parallel to the emulsion
interface since (S)J' describes the power crossing a unit area parallel to the
emulsion interface. Just as in the a scenario, if absorption were not a factor,
each unit area along the beam path would experience the same power.
Figure 5.4 represents the exposure of the entire emulsion, and it seems to be
reasonable to say that, if the power densities parallel to the emulsion's surface
are equivalent for the two exposures shown, and absorbtion is ignored, the den-
sities of the two plates will be equal after being exposed for the same length of
time, wi = wij. The argument can be expanded so that we can finally assert
that the effective exposure energy for the 0 hypothesis is
EEEp = (S)iLw = Itcos Gtw. (5.2)
5.2.3 Summary
Regardless of which hypothesis is employed (a or #), we assume that two expo-
sure configurations will yield equal density plates when their effeciive exposure
energies are equal. We define this as the condition for equal density.
EEE1 = EEE 1 1 . (5.3)
For the a-case the equal density condition is
EEEar = EEEaII (5.4)
7 The use of perpendicular here is with reference to the emulsion interface.
-. -----
Exposure I
t H=
Exposure II
Figure 5.1: A representation of the a-case for two different exposures, showing
the exposing beams in the emulsion for each case. The cross-sections perpen-
dicular to the beam's direction of travel represent a unit area.
Figure 5.2: A representation of the a-case for two different exposures, schemat-
ically showing how the emulsion is filled by the exposing light.
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Figure 5.3: A representation of the a-case for two different exposures, showing
the exposing beams in the emulsion for each case. The cross-sections shown are
parallel to the emulsion interface.
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Figure 5.4: A representation of the #-case for two different exposures, schemat-
ically showing how the emulsion is filled by the exposing light.
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(5.5)
For the #-case
EEE#p = EEE p11 (5.6)
(SMIwI = (S)0iwII (5.7)
Iti cos w= Iti1 cos Otiw11. (5.8)
5.3 Exposure experiments
Experiments were run using both conventional and edgelit exposure geometries.
The conventional geometries were intended as sanity checks, with the edgelit
geometries being the main focus of interest.
As would be expected, the beams in the conventional exposure geometry
were incident on the emulsion from air. For the edgelit exposure geometry,
beams were incident on the emulsion from within a tank of xylene. The ir-
radiances for the conventional in-air geometry were measured just in front of
the location where the emulsion would be, with the detector face perpendicular
to the incident light. For the edgelit tank geometry, irradiances were mea-
sured immediately before the beam entered the tank (also with the detector
face perpendicular to the incident light). The measured irradiance Im times the
exposure time is defined in this thesis as the measurable exposure energy (Im).
The measurable exposure energy is a quantity thoroughly related to the
recording geometry and the angle of the beam. The same measurable exposure
energy for two different exposure geometries will almost certainly noi yield the
same developed density. Even within a single exposure geometry, if an exposure
with a beam incident at 0* has the same measurable exposure energy as an
exposure with a 750 beam, the densities will not be equal (for a set processing
procedure).
Unless calibration experiments have been done for the recording geometry
and angles in use, the measurable exposure energy alone is a meaningless quan-
tity, particularly if steep angles are involved. If measurable exposure energy
can be converted to effective exposure energy, then we can predict developed
density for any geometry or angle without running any calibration experiments.
The experimental approach to determining the effective exposure energy
(EEE) was to take two holograms exposed at different angles which resulted in
equal developed density and try to determine what they had in common. If
their disparate measurable exposure energies yielded holograms with the same
developed density, their effective exposure energies must have been equivalent.
In the early phase of the experiments, numerous plates were exposed and their
irradiances matched. The results, however, could not be repeated from day to
day because, in addition to the action of the exposing light, small daily variations
in ambient humidity, chemical freshness, and the temperature of the processing
baths were affecting the developed density.
It1w1 = aIw11.
To accurately draw conclusions from plates of equal density all factors other
than exposure time and geometry needed to be eliminated. Plates that were
to be compared with each other were, therefore, exposed on the same day and
processed simultaneously. A set of tests, exposed on the same day and pro-
cessed simultaneously, would yield at best one or two holograms with matched
densities. 8
Each batch of test holograms yielded data that could not be directly cor-
related with the data from other test batches. One or two data points per
test batch certainly were not enough to draw any conclusions from. A way was
needed to have data from different test batches relate even though the numerical
exposure energy values that yielded a given density for a particular geometry
varied slightly depending on humidity, chemical freshness, and temperature. It
was then noticed that the ratio of the measurable exposure energies that re-
sulted in plates of equal density remained fairly constant between test batches.
So while the value of the measurable exposure energy linked to a particular
density varied daily, the ratio of measurable exposure energies that would yield
a matched density did not.
This ratio became known as the equal density ratio or the EDR for that pair
of exposure configurations. As just described, the equal density ratio (EDR) is
the ratio of the measurable exposure energies from two different configurations
that produced holographic plates having the same density as each other. The
EDR, the recording geometry, and the angle are the meaningful experimental
data. The consistency of the EDR across test batches allowed enough data
points to be accumulated so that an analysis based on the data would be likely
to have merit. To test the hypotheses for effective exposure energy, we use the
hypotheses to try to predict the EDR.
How well the predicted ratio matches the experimentally determined ratio
indicates how accurate the assumed EEE is. Once we have a reliable EEE we
can control the exposure-dependent density regardless of exposure geometry or
angle.
5.4 Comparing EEE models with experimental
data
The need for a meaningful definition of exposure energy for the edgelit hologram
has led to the proposal of two possible definitions for the effective exposure en-
ergy, EEE, and EEEp (see Equations 5.1 and 5.2). To test the validity of these
definitions we use their assumptions to predict what measurable exposure ener-
gies will give us equal density plates for two different exposure configurations.
Recall that the measurable exposure energy is the product of the measurable
'Two holograms were considered to have matched densities if their densities were within
0.05 of each other.
irradiance and time Imw.
For comparison with the experimental EDR (EDRexp) we calculate what
measurable exposure energies could be used to give equal densities, according
to a particular hypothesis. The ratio of the calculated measurable exposure
energies is the calculated equal density ratio (EDR, or EDRp depending on the
initial assumption). Comparing EDRexp with EDRa and EDRp will indicate
the accuracy of the a and / hypotheses.
5.4.1 EEE -+ EDR: in-air geometry
The following is a simple example of EDR computation for a recording geometry
in air. For the example we will utilize the a definition of effective exposure
energy.
Recall that the a hypothesis asserts Itw to be the effective exposure energy.
For equal density plates to result from two different exposure configurations the
a equal density condition must be met as stated in Equations 5.4 and 5.5 and
shown again below:
EEEaj = EEEajj
ItIw= It11wi1 (5.9)
The transmitted irradiance is some function of a measurable irradiance I'm;
so we can write Equation 5.9 as
FI(ImI)WI = .7II(ImII)wI1
The functions Y 1 and F11 are determined by the exposure geometries and
beam angles of the two holographic plates. The geometry and angles for this
example are shown in Figure 5.5.
The transmitted irradiance for exposure I is labeled 12 in the figure. The
measurable irradiance Im is labeled I1. We can, therefore, write the following:
Iti = F(I(Imi)
12 = .1(I1)
I2 = n-e I1tZ-2
where neand nare the indices of refraction for the emulsion and for air respec-
tively, and t1-. 2is the amplitude transmission coefficient defined by the Fresnel
equations. The Fresnel equations and an explanation of how to determine the
geometry-dependent functions F can be found in Appendix C.
For exposure II we can likewise write
Iii = FII(Imii)
15 = F1 1 (14 )
Figure 5.5: The beams present for two different angles in an in-air geometry.
I5 =- n4t.
na 4-+
Using the labels in Figure 5.5, we can rewrite our initial condition (Equa-
tion 5.4) as
I2WI = I5WII
We can then substitute in expressions for 12 and I in terms of the measurable
irradiances (I1 and 14) and obtain the following equation:
-et2 
-I1-.2 ne I4tI-.swIII,12I- - 14 ~ 5
na na
Now that our assumed condition for equal density plates is written in terms of
measurable irradiances, we can solve for the ratio of the measurable exposure
energies for the a case, i. e. , EDRa.
Recalling that the measurable exposure energy is the measurable irradiance
times the time of exposure (Imw), we get
EDRa = - 4-* 5I4WII- t 2
for this pair of equal density plates. This value is then compared to the EDReXp
for plates from the same pair of configurations to test the a effective exposure
energy hypothesis. (See Figures 5.6 and 5.7.)
Equal density ratios for s-polarization (air case)
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Figure 5.6: Theoretical and experimental equal density exposure ratios for s-
polarized light plotted against the intra-emulsion angle of the "Exposure I"
beam incident on the emulsion from air. The angles shown correspond to angles
in air from 45* to 750.
Equal density ratios for p-polarization (air case)
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Figure 5.7: Theoretical and experimental equal density exposure ratios for p-
polarized light plotted against the intra-emulsion angle of the "Exposure I"
beam incident on the emulsion from air. The angles shown correspond to angles
in air from 45* to 750*.
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Figure 5.8: Angle(s) of the reference beam in the edgelit tank for Exposure I.
5.4.2 EEE -+ EDR: tank geometry
The following is a more complex example of EDR computation: the case when
the plates are exposed in an edgelit geometry. For variety, we'll assume the 3
definition of effective exposure energy.
Refer to Figures 5.8' and 5.9 to see the configurations for Exposure I and
Exposure II. Initially for this example we ignore multiple reflections (those will
be discussed later in the chapter). As already postulated, equal density will be
achieved when the effective exposure energy for the two plates is equal. Recall
that in the 3 hypothesis the effective exposure energy is given by (S)t w.
The equal density condition for the 3 hypothesis is given by Equations 5.6
and 5.8 shown again below:
EEEpi = EEE11
(S)Iwi = (S)tiiwii
9Usually when using a tank the beam would be incident on the side wall such that it would
be nearly perpendicular to the side wall (to minimize reflection loss at that boundary). The
beam in these experiments, however, was incident as shown in Figure 5.8).
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Figure 5.9: The 00 beam in the edgelit tank for Exposure II.
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Ii Cos Otiwi = Iti Cos Oti1wii
For the tank exposures, then, we should get equal density when
I5 cos 05wI = 12 cos 0'wII (5.10)
If we write 15 and 112 in terms of I1 and I8, the irradiances we can measure
outside the tank, we can find EDRp.
As discussed in Appendix C (Equation C.2),
I t = 1i t-?
ni
So, the irradiances of the beam as it transits the tank and emulsion are as
follows:
2 - -9 _l-2
na
1. 22
13 n a __
1 1 2 -+3
na
14 = 13
n,
n 2
1e -+ , 2 2 3 -+
na12 2 3 4--+5
For the 0* beam in the tank the irradiances are:
19 = Iss2
na
I10 11 9 9-10
n na 2
889-+10
na
82
112 = 11->12
- e (nIt2t2.i t
nx na 8 9-+1 11->12
Ist_ g9 iod--12
Substituting into Equation 5.10 and solving for the ratio of the measurable
exposure energies Ilwi/I8 wii, we get
EDRp - -89-11-+12I8W1 1  t 2 _ -- -2 cos 051 22 __- 3 4*5 CS0
To compute an actual value for the theoretical equal density ratio we need
to use the amplitude transmission coefficient t at the appropriate polarization
(see Appendix C) and with the appropriate incident and transmitted angles. To
do this, we need to know the angles. The angles can be found by Snell's law
and trigonometry as follows:
02 = sin- 1  -a sin 01
(ng)
03 = sin- 1 n-a sin 01
(n.
04 = 105* - 03
05 = sin~1 n. sin 04
ne
06 = sin-- (,sin 0 4(ng
Figures 5.10 and 5.11 graph EDRp and EDR,X with respect to angle. Also
shown are EDRa for the tank case and a different EDRp that takes into account
some of the light reflected back into the emulsion. These results are discussed
more fully below.
5.5 Results and discussion
Figures 5.6, 5.7, 5.10, and 5.11 compare the EDR's derived from the a and #3
hypotheses with the experimentally obtained EDR. Figures 5.6 and 5.7 show
the results for a conventional in-air geometry like that shown in Figure 5.5. The
intra-emulsion angles shown correspond to angles in air from 45*-75* degrees.
Though most conventional holograms are not exposed at angles as high as 75*,
the steeper angles were studied because they more rigorously test the hypotheses
(and underlie the differences in the hypotheses).
Equal density ratios for s-polarization (tank case)
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Figure 5.10: Theoretical and experimental equal density exposure ratios for
s-polarized light plotted against the intra-emulsion angle of the "Exposure I"
beam, which was incident on the emulsion from a tank of xylene.
Equal density ratios for p-polarization (tank case)
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Figure 5.11: Theoretical and experimental equal density exposure ratios for
p-polarized light plotted against the intra-emulsion angle of the "Exposure I"
beam, which was incident on the emulsion from a tank of xylene.
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Figure 5.12: Some of the back reflections present during the exposure of a
holographic emulsion with a steeply angled beam.
As can be seen from the graphs, even at these steep in-air angles, both the
a and 8 hypotheses agree quite well with the experimental data, though the a
curve departs slightly from the experimental curve at the steepest angles.
Figures 5.10 and 5.11 show the results for a particular edgelit tank record-
ing geometry. Edgelit geometries are designed to allow the steepest possible
intra-emulsion angles; therefore, this geometry tests the hypotheses even more
rigorously than did the last one. As can be seen, both hypotheses diverge sig-
nificantly from the experimental values at these angles. The curve "EDRp, in-
cluding two reflections," which more closely approaches the experimental data,
was obtained by including two of the many possible reflected beams in the cal-
culation of (S)iL. (See Figure 5.12.)
Light reflecting (irradiating) back into the emulsion will expose the emulsion,
affecting the final density of the emulsion. To accurately predict the density of
a plate, then, this back-reflected light must be taken into account. The curve
"EDRp, including two reflections" was obtained by assuming that the effective
exposure energy of a plate is determined by the sum of the time-averaged magni-
tudes of the perpendicular components of the Poynting vectors associated with
the initially transmitted light (S)' (= It cos O6), the portion of that light irradi-
ated back into the emulsion at the back-emulsion interface (S)' ( I cos 6),
and the portion of that once-reflected light that then is irradiated back into the
emulsion at the front-emulsion interface (S)r 2 , (= Ir2 cos 6t).
As can be seen in Figures 5.10 and 5.11, including just two of the possible
reflected beams in the calculation, greatly increases the accuracy of the # pre-
diction, as should be expected. For the a case, taking the effect of multiply
reflected beams into account would cause the a values to drop even further,
distancing them even more from the experimental values and showing the a
approach to be far less accurate than the 3 approach.
Two significant implications for edgelit holography exposure fall out of this
analysis. First, to begin to accurately and consistently predict the final density
of edgelit holograms recorded in different tank or block geometries, we cannot
disregard angle of incidence and use irradiance times time Itw as a descriptor of
exposure energy without a great sacrifice in accuracy. We need instead to ap-
propriately include the angle of incidence and define exposure energy as (S)J w
(= It cos(Ot)w). Second, to even more accurately predict the density we need to
include the power in the emulsion contributed by reflected beams, or, preferably,
greatly reduce the power of the reflected beams.
Chapter 6
Conclusion
6.1 In summary
This thesis has begun the work of characterizing the diffraction and exposure
characteristics of the edgelit hologram.
The work has shown that TIR holograms and substrate-mode waveguide
holograms have a great deal in common with the edgelit hologram. Though
they may differ in whether or not they form a strong secondary fringe structure,
all three types have primary fringe structures that are essentially equivalent.
The results of research on these two types holograms can often be applied to
edgelit holograms with little or no modification. For example, in this thesis,
theoretical diffraction efficiency work from TIR holography [12] was utilized
to begin to predict what diffraction efficiency behavior we might expect from
edgelit holograms that have a strong secondary fringe pattern.
Both the primary and the (optionally-present) secondary fringe patterns of
edgelit holograms were analyzed and found to be on a continuum between the
structures of conventional transmission and reflection holograms. The fringe
structures of typical conventional transmission and reflection holograms and
edgelit transmission and reflection holograms were determined and diagramed
to scale to provide an accurate visual understanding of the structures.
A strong secondary fringe structure created by the totally internally reflected
beam present in some edgelit recording geometries can give rise to coherent
coupling of the output during reconstruction with a laser source. This effect
results in a rapid variation of diffraction efficiency with reconstruction angle.
Even with coherent coupling, however, theoretical diffraction efficiencies are
between 80% and 100% and can be further increased by surpressing coupling
while optimizing parameters for one of the gratings [12].
Many additional gratings can result when the numerous reflected beams
common to most edgelit recording geometries interfere with each other. The
additional gratings almost certainly reduce the overall diffraction efficiency of
both laser- and white-light-illuminated edgelit holograms and care should be
taken to minimize their occurrence.
The fringe structure performing the image reconstruction determines the
bandwidth of the edgelit hologram. Just as the fringe structure of edgelit holo-
grams falls between the structures of conventional transmission and reflection
holograms, so does the theoretical bandwidth. Computed bandwidths agree
qualitatively with results seen in the lab; though in image appearance, the out-
put of transmission edgelit holograms seems to be equally capable of mimicking
the output of conventional transmission or reflection holograms. In addition to
displaying this flexibility, the edgelit hologram has a bandwidth which appears
to situate it well for bright imaging that can almost certainly support stable
full-color.
Both theory and experiment agree that the edgelit hologram has greater ver-
tical angular dispersion than a conventional hologram; this can result in a larger
viewzone for the edgelit hologram depending on the bandwidth of the particular
edgelit hologram in question. Not as fortuitously, dispersion in the horizontal
direction (common for edgelit holograms reconstructed with a strongly diverging
source) may complicate accurate color imaging.
An additional factor for color imaging with edgelit holograms is the bandwidth-
dependent location of output points. Theory and experiment show that the
vertically focused image points that are output by the edgelit hologram (in the
visible spectrum) lie on an arc. An imaginary line connecting the ends of the
arc lies roughly parallel to the holographic plate. This arc and its orientation
may both complicate and simplify full-color imaging with edgelit holograms.
As a result of the orientation of the arc, full-color imaging is simplified, and
the viewzone expanded, because the master hologram and the edgelit transfer
hologram can be parallel during recording. As a result of the arc's curve, full-
color imaging may be complicated because color fringing may appear in places
where the reconstructed master-hologram windows for different color separa-
tions do not overlap. It may be possible to sufficiently minimize this effect by
careful placement of the master holograms during recording; conversely, it may
be necessary to use curved master holograms or image predistortion techniques
to sufficiently eliminate color fringing.
The author has demonstrated edgelit transmission holograms having mod-
erately registered three-color output produced with the rainbow technique and
edgelit transmission holograms having single-color output and control using the
TEA reflection pseudocolor technique, confirming the feasibility of these tech-
niques and their agreement with the chromatic characterization presented.
Exposure properties of edgelit holograms have also been presented here.
Accurate measure of the exposure energy presents special problems in the case
of the edgelit hologram. Recording irradiances cannot be directly measured,
and, even if they could be measured, at very steep angles irradiance times
time of exposure (the usual definition of exposure energy) was experimentally
shown to give inaccurate results. Irradiance is the time-averaged magnitude of
the Poynting vector ((S)). The time-averaged magnitude of the component of
that vector perpendicular to the surface of the emulsion (S)' was shown to
be the critical quantity for the determination of effective exposure energy. It
was also shown that in edgelit holography, values for these quantities must be
determined from the parameters associated with the transmitted beam in the
emulsion; although this is not generally necessary in conventional holography.
The appendices provide methods for determining the parameters associated
with transmitted beams, diagrams of various common edgelit recording geome-
tries with reflectances at the interfaces shown, and the basics for using raytracing
with edgelit holography.
6.2 Future work
Like all research, this work represents just one piece to the puzzle of under-
standing and optimizing the edgelit hologram. Much further work remains to
be done in the areas discussed here and many others.
Extensive experimental analysis of diffraction efficiency remains to be un-
dertaken. The analysis should include the effect of the interference of multiple
reflections and the determination of optimal developed density and beam ratio.
As a result of additional exposure by extraneous reflected beams, experimentally
determined optimal developed density may prove to be higher than what might
be otherwise expected. Also, questions similar to those raised in Chapter 5
about how to most accurately measure exposure energy may carry implications
about what quantities should be used in the formulation of optimal beam ratio.
Attempts to make full-color, precisely-registered edgelit holograms will un-
doubtedly further illuminate the relevant color issues. Methods for working
with the edgelit hologram's curved output of vertically focused loci and fairly
common two-dimensional angular dispersion remain to be further explored. A
more accurate determination of the edgelit hologram's bandwidth that takes
into consideration the effect of the beam's long transit through the emulsion
also deserves further attention.
The long beam transit of the edgelit hologram's reference and illumination
beams causes increased scatter in edgelit holograms relative to conventional
holograms. Scatter adversely affects the edgelit hologram's signal to noise ratio,
and therefore, its image quality. Smaller-grained silver halide emulsions or pho-
topolymer materials may greatly decrease scatter, thereby improving the signal
to noise ratio.
Image quality is also affected by a hologram's output distortions. As was
shown in Chapter 4, even in one focus direction (the vertical focus), the edgelit
hologram exhibits notable ambiguity in the output location of a point. The
edgelit hologram's image also suffers distortion by the recording block or tank in
most configurations. Image degradation of both these types has been inoffensive
.. .. ... ...
in the edgelit holograms made to date, but as larger and higher quality images
are desired these distortions and methods to compensate for them will warrant
further investigation.
Though much work remains in the understanding and optimizing of edgelit
holograms, they have already shown themselves to be an extremely useful and
flexible imaging medium. While revealing some of the edgelit hologram's more
challenging characteristics, it is hoped that this thesis also removes some of the
mysteries of the medium and will ultimately aid in the medium's development
to its full potential.
Appendix A
Derivation of equations
One question to be asked about the edgelit hologram is whether or not the
standard holographic equations apply to this format. To answer this question
initially, the derivations of each of the standard holographic equations should be
reviewed to see if any approximations were made that are inconsistent with the
edgelit geometry. Several commonly used holography equations were derived
using the small angle approximation, this approximation clearly does not apply
to the edgelit hologram. The derivations of some of the equations used in this
thesis follow.
A.1 Phase
First we look at the phase of an off-axis spherical wave. We know that the phase
4 is given by the following:
21r
S A"
where r is the distance from the point designated as the place where the phase
equals zero. Usually we consider the phase to equal zero at the source of the
wave. In Figure A.1 an arbitrary spherical wave impinges on the hologram plane
at an angle 0. For the commonly used holographic equations we need the phase
as a function x and y, since we are interested in the phase at various locations
on the hologram plane which coincides with the (x, y) plane in this example.
From the figure we know that
R = X2 +Z2
The arbitrary distance r from the source can, therefore, be expressed in terms
of x and y as follows
r = X- )2 + y2 + (-Z 0 -Z)2 2
Figure A.1: A spherical wave incident on a holographic emulsion
Substituting into the phase equation and squaring the -1 factor in the paren-
theses, we get
47= [(Xo + X)2 + y2 + (Z' + Z)2)
Since we are only interested in the phase at the hologram plane where z = 0,
we can write
(y)= Xo + X)2 +2+ z2 1
Expanding, we have
=( 3)= [X2 + 2Xz + +y2 2 +Z
Since R2 = X 2 + Z2, we can write
O(X)Y) = 27r R 1+ 2XRx + x j2_+_ 2
This leaves us with an expression for phase in the form of a binomial series. The
general form for the binomial series is
a)O' E a(a - 1)(ae - 2) ... (a - n + 1) a
n=1 n
To obtain a second order approximation for our phase equation we expand
through the second order term as follows:
21r 1 2Xo +z2 + y 2 ) 1 (2Xox 2 + Y2 2
O(X,Y)~I ARo 1 +2 R 2 R 2 ~8 R 2 R 2
x
z
-Zo
Ro
S -X 0
Multiplying out the second order term and discarding the resulting third and
fourth order terms, we get
1( 2X x2 + y2\ 2
8 R2 R2j
1
1
4X2 z2 4Xox(x 2 + y2 ) (x2 + y2)2R R_ + R j
(X2) 1 (XOX3+XoXy2) 1 x4 + 2x2Y2 + y4)
RicR4 dis R4
dis card discard
We can then manipulate this approximation for the phase still further to obtain
an even simpler expression:
2wr Xoz x 2 y 2  X 2
Xl) I R + 2R 0 2R0  2R4
2w Xox 1 (1 2
* 1+ R 2R2 R
From the relationships
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we get
4(X,y)
2w
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27r
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The first term of the phase
scribes the plane wave part
vature part of the wave.
27 zo x + sin 2 0 X2 + 7 2
A (RoJ ARo(- 6 ARo
2 sinx+ 7ARo [COs 2 oX2 + y 2A o
equation is a phase constant; the second term de-
of the light, and the third term describes the cur-
From an examination of the derivation, there seems to be no reason why this
equation should not apply to the phase of light in the edgelit case.
A.2 Interference
Now we look at the interference of two light waves so we can derive an expression
for the spatial frequency of the edgelit hologram. The total intensity at a point
where two waves are present is given by the following expression:
Iot = 11 + 12 + 2V cOS(0i - 02) (A.1)
x x
Figure A.2: Interference
Looking at two plane waves of equal intensity, we can describe their phases
as follows:
41= 2R1+ sin01 x
#2 = -rR 2 + 2 sm02X
If we make their initial phases equal (by making R1 equal to R2 ) and then
substitute the phases and intensities into Equation A.1, we obtain the following
expression:
21r
Itot = 1 + 1 + 2cos [A(sin 01 - sin 02 )X]
The above equation should look like Figure A.2.
The intensity has its maximum when the cosine equals unity (and its mini-
mum when cosine equals -1). Cosine equals unity when
-f(sin 01 - sin 0 2 )X = 27ra
where a is any integer. We, therefore, have maxima at the following x positions
x=a A =ad
sin 01 - sin 02
where d is the distance between the fringes measured parallel to the emulsion's
surface, i. e., the x-component of the fringes (for the axes-labeling convention
used in this Appendix). The spatial frequency f is, therefore,
1 sin 01 - sin02  (A.2)
d A
-C-
The derivation shows that this equation should apply to the edgelit hologram.
A.3 Diffraction
Next we look at diffraction. The interference of two beams forms a pattern on
the plate which can be described as
a + b cos(21rfx)
Assuming that the exposed and developed pattern translates directly to the
hologram's amplitude transmittance t, we have
I = a + b cos(27rfx)
Since
Eout = tEin
and since
Ein(xy) = cos 27rur - 2 sin 6n X
where v is the optical frequency and r is the time, we get
Eout(,Y) = a cos (27rvT - sinnz + b cos(27rfx) cos 27rvr - -s in6;n
(A.3)
Using the following product formula from trigonometry
cos(a +,3) cos(a -/3)
cosacos#= 2 2
we can rewrite the second half of Equation A.3 as
b cos(27rfx) cos 27Vrr - - s Oin = cos(27rvr - sin Ozn X - 27rfx)A 2mx A i
b 27r
+ - cos(21rvr - - sin Oix + 27rfx)2 A
If we assume that the output is a plane wave of the form
Eout = aut cos 2,rvr - 2 sin oU t z
we can match the boundary condition for each term of Equation A.3 as follows
-sinOout,m=-1 = -sim6n - 2 7rf
A A
27r . 27r .
-sin out,m0o - sinA A
-7 sin Oout,m+i 2= sin Oin+ 27rf
A A
Solving for sin 0 ut
sin 0out,m=-i -Af + sin 6;, (A.4)
sin 0 out,n=o = sin 6;, (A.5)
sin 6ot,m=+1 = Af + sin 6;n (A.6)
From Equations A.4, A.5, and A.6 we can write the general form of the grating
equation
sin6 0,t = mAf +sinOin, m = 0, ±1,± 2 ,... (A.7)
This derivation shows no reason why the grating equation for diffraction should
not apply to the edgelit hologram.
Appendix B
Labeling conventions
B.1 Beam angle
Various conventions exist, or can be devised, for measuring beam angles in
holography.
A common convention measures the angle of the k from from the hologram
normal on the side of the hologram that the beam is incident upon. This
convention produces angle measurements from 0* to ±900.
Another convention utilizes angle measurements from 00 to ±1800. The
angle of the k vector is measured relative to the positive z-axis after the beam
passes through the plane of the hologram. The z-axis is normal to the plane of
the hologram, and its positive direction always determined by the direction of the
object beam at recording. Angles above the z-axis are positive; angles below are
negative. This labeling convention conveys beam direction as well as orientation
information. In a 1800 measuring convention, including this information in the
beam angle measurement simplifies the computation of fringe structure. Two
arbitrary examples of the 1800 beam labeling convention used in this thesis
appear in Figure B.1. For simplicity we assume that the object and reference
beams are in the same plane.
Angles in various media
When the reference or object beams transit the interface between two media
their angles generally change. Primes distinguish the material in which the angle
is being measured. In this thesis, lack of a prime indicates an angle measured
in air (0), one prime indicates measurement in emulsion (0'), two primes-glass
(0"), three primes-xylene (06'").
object
Oref (positive angle)
Z
Gobj (negative angle)
reference
An Arbitrary Transmission Hologram
reference
®obj (positive angle)
Z
object
Gret (negative angle)
An Arbitrary Reflection Hologram
Figure B.1: Angle labeling convention for use in calculations
Figure B.2: Polarization
B.2 Polarization
All the recording beams referred to in this thesis are linearly polarized. Fig-
ure B.2 shows the convention for beam polarization labeling. The terms parallel
and perpendicular are used with reference to the plane of incidence, as usual.
(The plane of incidence contains the beam and the normal to the interface
upon which the beam is incident.) P-polarized beams have electric field vectors
parallel to the plane of incidence; s-polarized beams have electric field vectors
perpendicular to the plane of incidence.
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Appendix C
Geometry-dependent
functions for EDR
calculation
The geometry-dependent functions for EDR calculation are simply those func-
tions that allow us to rewrite expressions that are functions of quantities inside
the emulsion as functions of quantities that are easily measurable.
One such tool for the conversion of angles is Snell's law:
ni sin O0 = nt sin 6t (C.1)
where ni and nt are the indices of refraction of the medium in which the beam
is incident and transmitted, respectively, and O6 and O are the incident and
transmitted angles of the beam.
Power density over a surface is simply the product of irradiance at the surface
and the cosine of the angle to the surface IcosO.
For the conversion of irradiance, we need to look at the reflectance and
transmittance of light at an interface. The beginning of the following discussion
mostly follows Hecht[17].
We look at a beam striking an area A at the interface between two me-
dia. We call the incident, reflected, and transmitted irradiances Ii, I,, and It,
respectively (see Figure C.1).
We look at the power in the beams. Irradiance describes the power per unit
area perpendicular to the beam's direction of travel. Since the cross-sectional
areas of the beams are A cos Oi, A cos O6, and A cos 6t, the ioial power in each
beam is IiA cos O;, IA cos 0, and ItA cos 6t. Reflectance R is defined as the
ratio of the reflected power to the incident power:
Ir cos 0, I,
Ii cos O6 Ii
A cos 01
Figure C.1: Light incident on the interface between two media (after Hecht).
Transmittance T is defined as the ratio of the transmitted to the incident power:
T It cos O
Ii cos 6;
Reflectance and transmittance can also be written in terms of the amplitude
reflection coefficient r and the amplitude transmission coefficient t:
R = r2
T nt cost 9 1 2T ni cos 0
Since the amplitude reflection coefficient r and the amplitude transmission co-
efficient t are given by the Fresnel equations in terms of the indices of refraction
and the angles of the beams relative to the interface, we can easily calculate the
reflectance and transmittance. Since we have two expressions for reflectance R,
we can set them equal to each other and then solve for the reflected irradiance
Ir:
Ii
I, - Iir2
A cos Or
Obviously we can do the same with our expressions for transmittance T and
solve for the transmitted irradiance It:
It cos Ot nt cos 6 2
Ii cos 0; ni cos 0-
It = n Iit2
ni
(C.2)
These equations allow us to determine the irradiance of the beam inside the
emulsion even if the beam has lost irradiance at the interface of a tank or block
or at the emulsion interface itself.
To obtain an actual number for the irradiances, we make use of the Fresnel
equations. If the electric field of the incident light is polarized perpendicular
to the plane of incidence' (s-polarization) and the media involved are linear,
isotropic, and homogeneous, then
ni cos 6i - nt cos Ot
ni cos Oi + nt cos Ot
2ni cos Oi
ni cos 04 + nt cos 6t
(C.3)
(C.4)
where Ei, E, and Et are the magnitude of the amplitude of the incident,
reflected and transmitted waves, respectively. If the electric field of the incident
light is polarized parallel to the plane of incidence (p-polarization) and both
media forming the interface are dielectrics (i.e., p, ; pi ~ pt ), then
Eor
Eoi
Eat)(E0 , I
nf cos Ci - ni cos Ct
ni cos Ct + nt cos 0;
2ni cos 0;
ni cos 6t + nt cos 61
(C.5)
(C.6)
'The plane of incidence is formed by the incident ray and the normal to the interface.
Eor)
t1 Eot)(Eoi) 1
Appendix D
Reflections
The steep reference angle of the edgelit hologram results in significant reflectances
off most interfaces, even those where the indices of refraction across the interface
are nearly matched.
Unwanted reflections can degrade image quality; so we want to be aware of
what reflections are present in a particular recording geometry. This appendix
looks at percentages of light reflected off interfaces common in edgelit hologra-
phy and also offers comparison with conventional holography reflectances.
D.1 The basics
In this appendix, only the case where the electric field of the incident beam is
polarized perpendicular to the plane of incidence (s-polarization) is discussed.
Reflectance R gives the ratio between the reflected intensity I, and incident
intensity Ii of a beam:
Ii
Multiplied by 100% the reflectance specifies what percentage of the light incident
on an interface is reflected. Reflectance equals the square of the amplitude
reflection coefficient r:
R = r2
The amplitude reflection coefficient for perpendicularly polarized (s-polarized)
light is given by the following Fresnel equation:
ni cos 6i - nt cos Ot
r = ni cos O6 + nt cos Ot
where rj is the amplitude reflection coefficient for perpendicularly polarized
light, ni and nt are the indices of refraction for the mediums of the incident and
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Figure D.1: The reflectances of the interfaces of a holographic plate in air.
transmitted beams respectively, and O and Ot are the angles that the incident
and transmitted beams make with the normal to the interface between the two
media respectively.
Note that in the figures that follow, only the first reflection off an interface
is shown, but multiple reflections can, and do, occur. Also, only the reference
beam is included in the analysis; since the object beam is usually at an angle
of 00, which is the angle of minimum reflectance, it will be ignored. Also, since
we are dealing only with one beam, we can use the more casual and intuitive
90* labeling method for the beam angles (see Appendix B). Using this labeling
method the conventional holograms shown in the example are referenced at 450,
whether they are transmission or reflection holograms. We assume the index of
refraction of the emulsion is 1.63.
Note also in the figures that follow, the percentages marked at each interface
represent the percentage of the light incident on that interface that is reflected;
they do not represent the percentages of the original source's irradiance present
at that location.
D.2 Conventional holograms
Though we do not often calculate the reflectance when making a conventional
hologram, the following analysis is provided for later comparison with edgelit
reflectances.
In Figure D.1, a reference beam is incident on a holographic plate. In this
figure the emulsion faces the beam, as in the fringe structure calculations in
Chapter 3. This is a fairly common geometry; although, frequently, for a final
hologram, the exposure geometry is usually chosen in such a way that in the
Figure D.2: The reflectances of the interfaces of a holographic plate coupled to
absorbing glass with xylene.
final illumination geometry the emulsion faces way from the viewer so that the
emulsion is protected. The drawing shows the percentages of light that are
reflected at each interface. Notice that over 9% of the light that makes it to the
back of the glass plate gets reflected back toward the emulsion. This reflected
light is responsible for the woodgrain observed in the emulsions of holograms
recorded in this geometry.
Take the same holographic plate with the same reference angle and now cou-
ple it to a block of absorbing glass (grey or black glass) with a fluid like xylene,
which has an index of refraction similar to the index of glass. The reflectances
are shown in Figure D.2. Reflections headed back toward the emulsion are now
negligible, and, indeed, this configuration does minimize woodgrain.
Not surprisingly, if a holographic plate in air is referenced at a steep angle,
a great deal of light is lost to reflection (this is one of the primary reasons to
utilize an edgelit recording and reconstruction geometry).
Figures D.4 and D.3 show holograms referenced in air at 700 and 800, re-
spectively. Note that at 85*, 76% of the light is reflected off the air emulsion
interface.
D.3 Edgelit holograms
One of the edgelit hologram's defining characteristics is its steeply angled ref-
erence beam. For an edgelit hologram the reference beam usually strikes the
emulsion at an angle between 700 and 850.
To minimize the amount of light lost to reflection, we use a beam incident
on the emulsion from a material with an index of refraction similar to the
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12.2%
45*
reference
Figure D.3: The reflectances of the interfaces of a holographic plate referenced
at 80 degrees in air.
30.4*//1
35.0%
70*
reference
Figure D.4: The reflectances of the interfaces of a holographic plate referenced
at 70* in air.
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Figure D.5: Reflectances of the interfaces of a tank-recorded edgelit with emul-
sion facing the reference beam.
emulsion's (a thick block of glass or an index matching fluid in a tank). Despite
the similar indices of refraction, the percentage of light reflected off various
interfaces in the edgelit geometry is greater than for conventional holography
because the extremely steep reference angle more than cancels out the effect of
the approximate index matching.
Tank-recorded edgelits
Figure D.5 shows the reflections at each interface when recording an edgelit
hologram in a tank of xylene with the emulsion facing the reference beam. Notice
that almost 21% of the edgelit reference beam is reflected off the emulsion when
the beam is incident at 80*; whereas, only 12.4% of a conventional hologram's
reference beam incident from air at 450 is reflected.
Figure D.6 shows the emulsion facing away from the reference beam.
Block-recorded edgelits
In the chapter on fringe structure (Chapter 3), the example showed a holographic
plate mounted on a block with its emulsion facing away from the reference beam.
Figure D.7 shows the reflections present for that geometry.
Figure D.8 shows the reflections for the case where the emulsion faces the
reference.
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80*
13%
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80*
reference C
Figure
edgelit
D.6: Reflectances of the interfaces of the interfaces for a tank-recorded
with emulsion facing away from the reference beam.
Figure D.7: Reflectances of the interfaces of the interfaces for a block-recorded
edgelit with emulsion facing away from the reference beam.
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Figure D.8: Reflectances of the interfaces of the interfaces for a block-recorded
edgelit with emulsion facing the reference beam.
Several researchers using the block recording geometry have coupled black
glass to their emulsions (or used a similar method) to minimize reflections[50,
19, 5, 6, 26, 54]. Birner[6] reports having tried this method and found that
it increased woodgrain. Casual experiments by Paul Hubel and the author in
which the back of the holographic plate was painted black, also showed a marked
increase in woodgrain. Recent experiments at MIT by Klug have shown that
only a perfect index match will not create woodgrain when an absorber is used.
The reflections present when black glass is used with coupling fluid are shown
in Figures D.9 for an emulsion facing away from the reference beam and D.10
for an emulsion facing toward the reference beam.
As an example of how much the reflections are reduced by reducing the angle
of the beam, Figure D.11 shows the reflections present when the initial beam
angle is reduced to 700.
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Figure D.9: Reflectances of the interfaces of a block-recorded edgelit with emul-
sion facing away from the reference beam and with black glass.
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Figure D.10: Reflectances of the interfaces of a block-recorded edgelit with
emulsion facing the reference beam and with black glass.
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Figure D.11: Reflectances of the interfaces
emulsion facing a 700 reference beam.
of a block-recorded edgelit with
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Appendix E
Edgelit raytracing
To determine the output ray directions of a hologram we use the following
equation which is obtained by substituting the expression for spatial frequency
(Equation A.2) into the grating equation:
sin Om - sin 0 iul sin 0 obj - sin 0,,f (E.1)
A2  A1
where m is the order of the output wave, A1 and A2 are the recording and
illumination wavelengths respectively, and 0 obj, 0,ef, Om, O6n are the angles of
incidence of the object, reference, output and illumination beams respectively.
Usually when raytracing a hologram's output, angles in air are used. This
is fine for cases when all the angles (both input and output) are measured in
air because refraction is equally compensated for when the beams enter the
emulsion from air and exit the emulsion into air.
In the edgelit hologram case, angles in the emulsion must be used because
the corresponding in-air angles do not exist. Calculations, therefore, must be
done for beams in the emulsion. The output angles must then be converted to
their in-air values since the viewer sees the output rays in air.
To determine the output of a hologram using Equation E.1, we treat tiny
parts of the hologram as individual gratings. We then compute where output
rays from each part of the hologram intersect (see Figures E.1 and E.2).
Aberrations are apparent when output rays that should be associated with
a single point do not intersect in one location. In Chapter 4 we saw that rays
coming from the top of the hologram intersect to form a point in a different
location than the rays from the center of the hologram do or those from the
bottom of the hologram do.
For the edgelit raytraced output shown in Chapter 4, reference and illumina-
tion beams were specified that approximate a beam at infinity for a 102 x 127mm
(4 x 5 in) hologram.
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Figure E.1: Rays incident on the holographic emulsion during recording
Figure E.2: Illumination and output rays at reconstruction
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Front Side Front Side
diverging diverging i undiverged undiverged
x-y plane z-y plane | x-y plane z-y plane
Figure E.3: In the vertical direction, a steeply angled diverging source ap-
proximates a collimated source for a small hologram. This fact is evidenced
experimentally by the fact that an undiverged laser beam illuminates the entire
vertical extent of a 102 x 127 mm (4 x 5 in) holographic plate when incident at
a typical edgelit recording and illumination angle.
Even though the hologram in Chapter 4 that yielded the experimental data
was exposed and illuminated with a diverging beam, in the vertical direction,
a steeply angled diverging source approximates a collimated source for a small
hologram. This fact is evidenced experimentally by the fact that an undiverged
laser beam illuminates the entire vertical extent of a 102 x 127 mm (4 x 5 in)
holographic plate when incident at a typical edgelit recording and illumination
angle (see Figure E.3).
Since only portions of the hologram along the horizontal centerline were
computed for the analysis in Chapter 4, the approximation can be considered
valid for those central portions of the hologram.
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